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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The Lincoln Highway was the first transcontinental highway in the United 
States, connecting New York to San Francisco. As described in A Picture of 
Progress on the Lincoln Highway by the Lincoln Highway Association, 
It has become, as was intended, a truly national route, in as much 
as the public in every section of the Union has followed with equal 
interest the progress of the development (Lincoln Highway 
Association 1920, 21). 
Crossing thirteen states, the Lincoln Highway was more than a roadway connecting 
the Pacific and Atlantic coastlines. As Figure 1.1 illustrates, the highway 
meandered through the countryside, linking urban and rural America. The highway 
represented the newfound mobility experienced in the dawn of the automobile age. 
Small towns and large cities alike flourished along the route. Americans took to the 
Lincoln Highway to seek out new adventures, in search of the flavor of the nation. It 
provided easy access to communities and the ability to travel at a quicker pace. 
The Lincoln Highway passed through Iowa, becoming one of the state's 
premiere highways. As the Lincoln Highway Association declared in 1920, 
Iowa is the one state west of the Mississippi through which the 
Lincoln Highway passes, which is fully capable of itself financing 
the adequate and permanent completion of the road (Lincoln Highway 
Association 1920,21). 
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It crossed the state from Clinton to Council Bluffs, approximately a 358-mile stretch 
that was in various parts dirt, oiled, graded earth and gravel. Iowa's portion of the 
Lincoln Highway was one of the most treacherous stretches along the 
transcontinental route. During wet weather and inclement conditions, Iowa's roads 
turned to mud, making travel an adventure. The roads primarily served as "farm-to-
market" ways, and many Iowans opposed the development of a tax structure that 
would fund improvements to the state's roadways. Railway activity in Iowa was so 
intensive that easily-traversible roads were not necessary; most travel could be 
accomplished via train. Eventually, though, the ease and thrill of automobile travel 
reached Iowa's borders. Iowans recognized that the Lincoln Highway and road 
systems generally were important to future development of the state. 
The Lincoln Highway evolved from a series of mud and gravel roads to, 
eventually, concrete-surfaced highways. The Lincoln Highway Association marked 
the highway across the United States, without the involvement of the federal 
government. With time, as state transportation departments developed, 
responsibility for the Lincoln Highway was absorbed by the government. The 
Lincoln Highway name was changed to various numbered routes, such as U.S. 
Route 30 in Iowa. 
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Until the 1950s, the Lincoln Highway was the primary route to travel across 
the United States and the state of Iowa. In the 1950s and 1960s, the development 
of the Interstate Highway System in the United States had a profound effect on the 
Lincoln Highway. As the cry for speed defeated the lure of the scenic routes, 
highways such as the Lincoln lost their appeal. To an extent, large segments of the 
historic highway were abandoned. Travel along interstates allowed for quick and 
simple travel; the scenic highways promoted slower, congested traffic patterns. 
Motorists disliked traveling along the Lincoln Highway because the road and 
bridges were too narrow and the lip curbs were dangerous. New Highway 30 was 
constructed in response to criticisms of the Lincoln Highway. The new highway 
bypassed towns through which the Lincoln Highway passed. Economic 
ramifications of re-routing were extensive. Funding was diverted to maintain new 
Highway 30. Vacant storefronts along the Lincoln Highway replaced once thriving 
businesses. 
Purpose of the Study 
This thesis outlines a guide for developing a tourism route along the historic 
Lincoln Highway in the state of Iowa. The route offers a comprehensive tourism 
strategy, based upon the heritage tourism initiative, promoting the linkage of all of 
the communities along the Lincoln Highway via a common thread--the Lincoln 
Highway itself. 
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Each year, Iowa is hostess to RAGBRAI, the Register's Annual Great Bike 
Ride Across Iowa. The week-long event attracts thousands to the state. The 
tourism plan presented in this thesis is akin to RAGBRAI. The cities along the route 
share a common element, the Lincoln Highway, similar to the manner in which 
communities along RAGBRAI are connected by the bicycle route. Tourism 
strategies presented in the study are intended to attract those visitors willing to 
spend a few hours, or perhaps an overnight stay, and be ready to go on to the next 
stop, much like the bicyclists on RAGBRAI. 
The economies of many of the small towns through which Lincoln Highway 
passes have experienced economic downturns as well as population declines over 
the past two decades. Historically based on agriculture, these communities are 
searching for ways to diversify their economic bases. Tourism as an economic 
development strategy in these towns is a viable option. Individual communities are 
limited because they lack the economic resources necessary to undertake extensive 
tourism plans. Therefore, the proposed tourism route offers a concentrated effort 
and comprehensive focus. All of the communities contribute to the route and are 
afforded equal opportunity to act as decision-makers through all stages of the 
tourism plan. 
The preservation of the historic Lincoln Highway would benefit the tourism 
efforts of the small communities along the highway in numerous ways. First and 
foremost, a preserved remnant of the past serves as a focal point, an attraction 
6 
appealing to several demographic groups. Second, by preserving the Lincoln 
Highway, individuals are building a living history that may be passed on to future 
generations, allowing them to view the roots and foundations of American 
transportation. Small communities can build upon this living history and promote 
the preservation of other sites and buildings in their communities, holding up a 
preserved Lincoln Highway as a model from which to build. 
Framework of the Study 
This study discusses tourism principles, in particular, heritage tourism, and 
applies these to a tourism route based on the historic Lincoln Highway in Iowa. The 
thesis serves as a guide for the forty-six communities along the route and the 
various organizations involved to develop a comprehensive tourism strategy 
highlighting the historical, natural, and cultural resources along a "Lincoln Highway 
corridor." The framework of the thesis addresses the history of the Lincoln 
Highway, tourism principles and practices, community evaluations and 
assessments, implementation stages, marketing practices, and techniques of a 
comprehensive tourism strategy. 
This first chapter provides an overview of the focus of the thesis and some 
discussion of the available literature about the Lincoln Highway, tourism, and 
economic development. Chapter Two is a brief historical overview of the Lincoln 
Highway, discussing the nationwide evolution of the Lincoln Highway and the routes 
7 
through Iowa. The role of the Lincoln Highway Association, both during early 
development of the road and today, is also addressed. Chapter Three discusses 
tourism principles, particularly concentrating on heritage tourism. It identifies 
current trends in tourism and discusses specific tourism plan development 
strategies applicable to the proposed route. The fourth chapter presents the results 
from preliminary feasibility analyses of the communities along the proposed route, 
identifying the available amenities and resources and noting those which are 
absent. Chapter Five proposes guidelines for developing a tourism plan, discussing 
the planning process and identifying the goals, opportunities, stakeholders, 
marketing strategies, implementation strategies, evaluation mechanisms, and 
recommendations for developing a tourism route along the Lincoln Highway. The 
Conclusion presents areas of future study and addresses areas of potential conflict. 
Review of the Major Sources 
The Lincoln Highway and the Lincoln Highway Association 
The Lincoln Highway and its history are discussed in numerous books. 
Three reports and books published by the Lincoln Highway Association contribute 
to the historical overview chapter: A Picture of Progress on the Lincoln Highway, 
The Lincoln Highway: The StOry of a Crusade That Made Transportation History, 
and A Complete Official Road Guide of the Lincoln Highway. 
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Published in 1920, A Picture of Progress on the Lincoln Highway is a 
"statement of status" of the highway, addressed to its supporters and the nation. In 
the report, the Lincoln Highway Association discusses various sections along the 
route and highlights local and state initiatives to improve the road. 
In 1935, the Lincoln Highway Association published The Lincoln Highway: 
The StOry of a Crusade That Made Transportation History, that tells of the 
development of the Lincoln Highway and the role of the Lincoln Highway 
Association. This source is fundamental to the historical overview as it discusses at 
length the planning and key players throughout the development of the Lincoln 
Highway. 
A Complete Official Road Guide of the Lincoln Highway was developed by 
the Lincoln Highway Association to serve as a companion for tourists along the 
highway. The guide lists towns along the road and the number of hotels, garages, 
cafes, and other amenities. It also gives mileage counts between markers. It is an 
important resource for this study, serving as a source of historical information as 
well as a companion for this author's travels along the Lincoln Highway in Iowa. 
In 1992, aficionados of the Lincoln Highway organized and re-formed the 
Lincoln Highway Association. The goals of the new organization include preserving 
and promoting the Lincoln Highway and its associated roadside features. Today, 
this new Lincoln Highway Association publishes a nationwide journal, The Forum, 
that addresses the preservation and promotion of the Lincoln Highway. Many of the 
9 
articles from The Forum contribute to the historical review. In addition, the new 
Association developed an "Iowa Map Pack" for the 1994 National Conference of the 
Lincoln Highway Association held in Ames, Iowa. This map pack identifies the 
1910s, 1920s, and 1930s routes of the Lincoln Highway in the state of Iowa. 
The Lincoln Highway: Main Street Across America by Drake Hokanson is a 
pictorial and scholarly examination of the extant remains of the Lincoln Highway. 
Using letters, conversations with proponents of the Lincoln Highway, Lincoln 
Highway Association publications and records, Hokanson tells a history of the 
Lincoln Highway that reflects the impact that the highway had on transportation in 
the United States. He recounts journeys of Emily Post and other individuals who 
conquered the first transcontinental highway when traveling it was an expedition. 
His pictures and observations illustrate what remains of the Lincoln Highway, 
showing not only abandoned sections of the road, but also individuals and sites that 
brought the spirit of the Lincoln Highway to life. 
William H. Thompson's Transportation in Iowa: A Historical Summary is a 
recollection of Iowa's transportation roots. It covers aspects of transportation in the 
state, including a section on the Lincoln Highway and the Good Roads Movement 
which was brought to life by the Lincoln Highway Association's activities. The book 
is a wealth of information about the conditions of the Lincoln Highway in Iowa and 
the evolution of the different routes of the Lincoln Highway. 
10 
Tourism and Economic Development 
Sources on tourism were reviewed in order to develop comprehensive, 
inclusive definitions for tourism, heritage tourism, and attractions. The definitions 
offered in the thesis are compilations of sources and are intended to introduce the 
basic principles and practices of tourism. 
Community evaluations and feasibility analyses used in this study draw on 
methodologies formulated by four sources: The Community Tourism Industry 
Imperative by Uel Blank, Small Town Tourism Development by Richard Howell, 
Tourist Development by Douglas Pearce, and "Getting Started: How to Succeed in 
Heritage Tourism" published by the National Trust for Historic Preservation. All of 
these sources develop models that can be used to assess a community's capacity 
to sustain the tourism industry. Although these sources are somewhat repetitive in 
that all suggest analyzing a community with respect to location, available services, 
and supplemental activities in the area, each highlights or stresses a different 
particular aspect to consider in developing a tourism plan. Thus, combining these 
sources provides an inclusive, yet simple, community assessment and guidelines 
for development of a tourism plan. 
Uel Blank, in The Community Tourism Industry Initiative, develops a guide for 
communities to use to increase the tourism industry as an economic resource in 
their areas. He identifies what tourism implies for small communities, and what the 
possible ramifications of a tourism industry may be for such communities. Blank 
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develops a model based upon the community as a "Tourism Destination Area" or 
(TDA) which is defined as follows: 
A TDA has: 1) A recognized, definable appeal to travelers; 2) a tourism 
industry of sufficient scale to deserve treatment and factor in the local 
economy; 3) coherence in its geography and among its tourist-related 
features; and 4) political integrity, so that effective communications and 
decisions can be made (Blank 1989, 23). 
The practice proposed by Blank can be used to determine a community's potential 
market, and thus, the demand. 
Blank's model identifies a "focal attraction" that compels a traveler to an area. 
This focal attraction may be part of a community or situated nearby. It measures the 
supplemental recreational activities in addition to the hospitality services to develop 
a TDA image, "thought of as an average of the concepts of the areas held by all 
travelers or would-be travelers to the area" (Blank 1989, 24). This model identifies 
what, in addition to the Lincoln Highway, serves as focal attractions along the route. 
Small Town Tourism Development by Richard Howell provides a guide for 
small communities seeking to increase their tourism bases. His method 
incorporates a feasibility study of a community, discussing twelve elements: 
location, accessibility, history, climate, population and demographics, labor forces, 
industrial base/major employers, education/training opportunities, attractions 
(existing and potential), infrastructure, legal climate (local-state laws), and 
community attitudes. Information collected from feasibility analyses determines the 
"supply" of the community in relation to its capacity to sustain a tourism industry. 
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Howell's model serves as an "inventory" device to identify the resources of the 
communities. 
Douglas Pearce, in Tourist Development, proposes that the factors 
influencing the location of tourist projects or the tourist potential of an area can be 
grouped into seven broad categories: climate, physical conditions, attractions, 
access, land tenure and use, constraints and incentives, and "other" factors (e.g., 
labor costs, political stability) (Pearce 1987). Therefore, Pearce's model 
encompasses Howell's twelve elements in evaluating potential for sustaining 
tourism initiatives, but adds factors of constraints and incentives. These two are 
important when examining tourism as a possible economic development initiative. 
The National Trust for Historic Preservation developed a handbook entitled 
"Getting Started: How to Succeed in Heritage Tourism" that promotes the formula: 
Tourism + Preservation = Sustainable Communities 
This handbook outlines a five principle, four step approach to develop a successful 
heritage tourism plan. The five principles include: 1. Focus on authenticity and 
quality; 2. Preserve and protect resources; 3. Make sites come alive; 4. Find the fit 
between your community and tourism; and 5. Collaborate. The Trust's five 
principles, along with community assessments modeled after Howell and Pearce, 
aid in developing a tourism plan that promotes and maintains the historical integrity 
as a mainstay of a tourism initiative. 
13 
Numerous other resources contribute to the chapter on tourism and are used 
in developing the proposed tourism plan. As the proposed route dictates that a 
regional approach must be employed, Clare Gunn's regional approach towards 
tourism, as exemplified in both Tourism Planning and Vacationscape, provides the 
model on which the identification of key centers is based. Gunn's regional 
approach identifies an area that provides the primary amenities, such as availability 
to lodging, gas stations, and restaurants and then illustrates the input of secondary 
areas, such as smaller cities. The larger, primary areas do not dominate. Rather, 
they market on a regional basis to promote the secondary areas as well. Gunn's 
design approach identifies sites promoting visits that are longer-stay and "tour 
circuit". The integration of these two types of attractions allows for successful 
tourism planning. 
Beginning in 1995, the state of Iowa established a statewide Pilot Program 
for Heritage Tourism in Iowa, the only such program in the United States. The 
program is the result of a partnership between the Iowa Department of Economic 
DevelopmenU Iowa Division of Tourism and the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation. 
One of the strongest products Iowa has to offer is its heritage. There is 
abundance of historic, cultural, and natural sites that offer an attractive 
"hook" to travelers (National Trust for Historic Preservation 1995, 1). 
The development of a tourism route along the historic Lincoln Highway in the state 
of Iowa is timely as the impetus for tourism planning and promotion within the state 
14 
grows every day. This thesis offers a comprehensive tourism strategy that would 
serve to preserve and promote the rich culture and heritage of the state. 
If preservation of the extant remains of the Lincoln Highway is not 
encouraged, however, the resource base upon which this thesis is developed will 
cease to exist. Preservation and tourism are strongly linked, demonstrated by the 
National Trust's heritage tourism program. The preservation of the Lincoln Highway 
in Iowa, and nationwide, will ensure that there is a strong historical resource to base 
comprehensive tourism strategies. 
15 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE HISTORY OF THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY 
The Lincoln Highway and the Lincoln Highway Association 
The evolution of the Lincoln Highway is an intriguing and complex tale of 
private promotional effort and transportation development in the United States. In 
Lincoln Highway: Main Street Across America, Drake Hokanson describes the 
Lincoln Highway as "an expression of the national desire to find the country from 
east to west" (Hokanson 1988, xvi). America's first transcontinental route 
revolutionized travel and touring. Prior to the early 1900s, a transcontinental trip 
could take well over sixty days. In July, 1903, one of the first transcontinental 
crossings was undertaken; the journey lasted sixty-five days and covered some six-
thousand miles (Hokanson 1988). The trip was difficult since roadway design at 
that time was largely radial in nature--roads connected farms and home to cities, 
rather than connecting city to city. Road signs, if there were any, were usually 
confusing and sometimes incorrect. A new, transcontinental highway would 
promote safer, quicker travel, opening a gateway to view the western portion of the 
United States. 
16 
Early Highway Movements 
The idea of a transcontinental route was introduced by Carl Graham Fisher, 
founder of the Indianapolis 500 and the Presto-O Lite Company, manufacturers of 
the first automobile lights. An innovator within the rapidly growing automobile 
industry, Fisher envisioned a continental roadway called the Coast-to-Coast Rock 
Highway. In September, 1912, he would "hatch a new idea that would help change 
how America traveled" (Hokanson 1988, 5). Fisher, referred to as the "Father of 
the Lincoln Highway," hosted a dinner party that September for the upper echelon of 
the auto industry. He proposed a graveled highway to be completed in time for 
25,000 cars to travel to San Francisco to attend to Panama-Pacific Exposition in 
May, 1915. Fisher estimated the cost of the highway at ten million dollars. He 
proposed to fund basic construction costs with donations from the automobile 
industry and membership fees. The dinner party was successful and within thirty 
days the Coast-to-Coast Rock Highway received nearly a million dollars in pledges 
(Hokanson 1988). Early planning of America's first transcontinental highway had 
begun. 
When Fisher proposed the Coast-to-Coast route, he had not decided the 
path of the highway. However, the two end points were known: New York City and 
San Francisco. It was Fisher's intention to first "build support of the road as an 
endeavor for the nation as a whole, not just a project of the states and towns along 
the route" (Hokanson 1988, 16). 
17 
With one exception, Henry Ford, automobile moguls were eager to join 
Fisher's plan. In 1912, Fisher contacted Ford, hoping to receive financial and 
emotional support from the Ford Motor Company. Despite Fisher's attempts to 
persuade Ford, as well as efforts from Ford's friends such as Vice President 
Fairbanks and Thomas Edison, the automaker refused to support the highway 
(Hokanson 1988). The Ford Motor Company played no role in the development of 
the Lincoln Highway. 
Emergence of the Lincoln Highway Association 
The Coast-to-Coast Rock Highway movement received a boost in December, 
1912, when Carl Fisher received a letter from Henry B. Joy, president of Packard 
Motor Car Company. Joy pledged $150,000 to Fisher's highway. In his letter, Joy 
wrote "Let good roads be built in the name of Lincoln" (Hokanson 1988, 9). By 
incorporating President Lincoln's name as a memorial, the new transcontinental 
highway took on a patriotic fervor. In January, 1913, Congressman Borland of 
Missouri suggested that Fisher's plan might be enhanced by introducing a patriotic 
appeal in the title (Thompson 1989). 
The "Lincoln Memorial Road" promoted by a good-roads group in the eastern 
United States had earlier failed as a planned memorial to President Lincoln. The 
group had proposed a "wide, paved boulevard" from Gettysburg to Washington, 
D.C., in honor of Lincoln. However, rather than fund the Lincoln Memorial Road, 
18 
Congress appropriated the money to construct the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, 
D.C. The good-roads group supporting the "Lincoln Memorial Road" agreed to 
relinquish the name to Carl Fisher's movement; the Coast-to-Coast Rock Highway 
could adopt the name the Lincoln Highway (Hokanson 1988). 
Henry Joy eagerly joined Carl Fisher's effort, opening a connection to the 
auto industry in Detroit. In early 1913, publicity and contributions for the 
transcontinental highway slowed. To garner renewed support, Fisher and Joy 
realized that it was time to map the route and inform the public of the roadway 
called the Lincoln Highway (Hokanson 1988). 
Fisher assembled powerful representatives from auto manufacturers and 
convinced them that their involvement would ensure completion of the route. April 
14, 1913, marked the first meeting of the organization that would later be named the 
Lincoln Highway Association. Three months later, in Detroit on July 1, 1913, the 
men again gathered and officially formed the Lincoln Highway Association. At that 
meeting, officers were elected: Joy to the presidency and Fisher as a vice 
president. The articles of incorporation declared the association's purpose: 
To procure the establishment of a continuous improved highway from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, open to the lawful traffic of all description 
without toll charges: such highway to be known, in memory of 
Abraham Lincoln, as "The Lincoln Highway" (Lincoln Highway 
Association 1935,44). 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the organizational framework of the Lincoln Highway 
Association. 
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As the movement grew, membership in the Association extended nationwide. 
Each state had a "consul" and the organization was further subdivided by counties. 
Memberships were $5 and the donor received a certificate, membership card, and 
an enamel radiator emblem (Hokanson 1988). Funds raised from membership 
fees helped cover the costs of mailing and promotional activities. The money also 
aided in development of educational items and preservation of pictures and journals 
of individuals within the Lincoln Highway Association. 
Mapping the Lincoln Highway 
Carl Fisher had not attended the meeting in July, 1913. Instead, he headed 
out on a transcontinental journey, the "Hoosier Tour," crossing Missouri, Kansas, 
and Colorado. As Hokanson explains, 
This tour was intended as a reliability run for Indiana manufactured 
autos, a trip to demonstrate the feasibility of long-distance auto touring 
in the West, and an examination of possible routes for the Lincoln 
Highway (Hokanson 1988, 11). 
At that time, the public outcry for a definite route of the Lincoln Highway was 
immense. States along the Hoosier Tour began to campaign and show their 
enthusiasm for the Lincoln Highway, hoping that America's first transcontinental 
highway would pass through their cities. In response, the Lincoln Highway 
Association decided the time had come to mark the route. On August 26, 1913, 
Henry Joy, representing the Lincoln Highway Association, addressed the annual 
Conference of Governors in Colorado Springs, presenting "An Appeal to Patriots." 
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Figure 2.2 presents the "Appeal" which highlighted the Lincoln Highway Goal. 
Along with the "Appeal," Joy presented the route of the Lincoln Highway. It would 
start in New York City, pass through the states of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, and end in 
San Francisco, California. 
On September 11, 1913, the officers wrote the "Proclamation of Route of the 
Lincoln Highway." The Proclamation stated the "Basic Appeal" and the purpose of 
the Lincoln Highway Association (Figure 2.3). The Proclamation was issued to the 
public and the Lincoln Highway was well underway. Nearly half of the ten million 
dollars was pledged by early 1914 (Hokanson 1988). The Lincoln Highway 
Association realized that the original goal could not be met and abandoned Fisher's 
original design. The Lincoln Highway Association adopted a program wherein the 
organization would: 
1. Encourage the marking of the route throughout its length. 
2. Encourage local boards having power to name streets and roads, 
to designate the route as "Lincolnway" wherever it passed through 
their jurisdictions. 
3. Obtain contributions in sums ranging up to or exceeding $1,000 
with the idea of using funds so obtained for constructing 
demonstration sections, or "Seedling Miles" as they were afterward 
called, in the six states named (Lincoln Highway Association 1935, 79). 
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THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY GOAL 
With the authority to plan and the power to execute of the 
great Napoleon, the Lincoln Highway might be creditably 
planned and executed with dispatch from the beginning. 
The idealists who have energetically pressed forward the 
great project of a Lincoln Highway from coast to coast 
have accomplished wonders towards crystallizing a nation-
wide demand for the consummation of such a great and 
desirable project. 
Routes possible and impossible were traveled and details 
carefully noted as bearing on the ultimate decision which 
the Lincoln Highway Association was organized to make as to 
what route would in its judgment be the most practical to 
become the Great Lincoln Memorial Highway. 
The Lincoln Highway, so selected, if done wisely, will 
become great. 
None know better than those who assume to select the 
route that it is not done with Napoleonic authority or power. 
The force behind the decision will be only the wisdom of it, 
which it is hoped will give the selection of route the force, 
because it is believed that the route of the Lincoln Highway, 
wisely chosen, will have behind it the patriotic force of the 
whole people. 
It becomes plain that the scope of the work must be within 
the practical. 
The decision must be confined to one permanent road across 
the country to be constructed first, no matter how desirable 
others may be and actually are. 
Such has become the basic principle guiding the Lincoln Highway 
Association (Lincoln Highway Association 1935). 
Figure 2.2 The Lincoln Highway Goal presented in "An Appeal to Patriots." 
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THE BASIC APPEAL 
The purposed of the Association is to immediately promote 
and procure the establishment of a continuous improved 
highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific, open to lawful traffic 
of all descriptions and without toll charges, and 
Whereas: 
This Association expressly desires to impress upon all the 
people that it fully acknowledges that a public declaration 
of the route is of no force or effect except as it shall be wise 
and practical, and being so, meet with the approval of the 
people, for such a useful and enduring memorial, and 
Whereas: 
It is obvious that this Association can only aid and co-operate 
toward the desired end, and UPON ALL THE PEOPLE, and 
especially upon the officials of each State and County, and upon 
the inhabitants thereof, within the boarders of which is designated 
by these resolutions a section of the Lincoln Highway, does rest 
the patriotic burden of ESTABLISHING, BROADENING, 
STRAIGHTENING, MAINTAINING AND BEAUTIFYING such 
Highway to the end that it may become an appropriate memorial 
to the Great Martyred Patriot whose name it bears, and 
Whereas: 
It is now proper to declare the results of deliberation and 
inspection in the hope that the wisdom and care in selection 
may insure united sentiment, and with the prayer that this record 
will appeal to the hearts of all patriotic Americans to the end that 
plans and activities toward construction may go immediately forward; 
therefore, 
BE IT RESOLVED: That the Lincoln Highway now is and 
henceforth shall be an existing memorial in tribute to the immortal 
Abraham Lincoln (Lincoln Highway Association 1935). 
Figure 2.3 The Basic Appeal from the "Proclamation of Route of the Lincoln 
Highway". 
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Early Road Construction and Conditions 
"Seedling miles" of concrete road were planned for the states of Illinois, Iowa, 
Nebraska, Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada. Henry Joy stated that the "educational 
benefit of a sample mile of Lincoln Highway road in each state would be of 
inestimable value in promoting our work" (Lincoln Highway Association 1935, 79). 
The first seedling mile was constructed west of DeKalb, Illinois. By 1919, all 
seedling miles were constructed (Lincoln Highway Association 1935). The value of 
hard-surfaced highways was highly recognized so seedling miles were constructed 
in rural areas. City streets were fairly well-maintained whereas rural areas suffered 
from neglect and poor conditions. Therefore, the placement of seedling miles was 
planned to illustrate the benefits of concrete paving. People flocked out to the rural 
areas to try out the concrete roads. 
The Lincoln Highway revolutionized highway construction in the United 
States. New routes and roadways were popping up all over the nation. In 1916, 
President Woodrow Wilson signed into law the Federal Aid Road Act of 1916, 
providing funding for highway construction and improvements (Hokanson 1988). 
As Kevin Patrick, in the article entitled "The Lincoln Highway: Lost and Found in 
Philadelphia" asserts, "For the most part, the Lincoln Highway was a rural 
phenomena created out of the need to provide passable roads between cities" 
(Patrick 1994, 14). 
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Lincoln Highway roads were wagon trails, mud paths, and graveled areas. In 
the eastern states, the Lincoln Highway was easily traversed, but west of Chicago, 
travel conditions could become treacherous, depending on the weather. The 
Federal Act of 1916 allocated funds so that the Lincoln Highway became a public-
private enterprise, an adventure that would impact greatly on transportation history. 
The Lincoln Highway evolved into Drake Hokanson's "Main Street Across America," 
as it was intended to be. 
The Lincoln Highway Association continued its campaign to further improve 
the Lincoln Highway. Although the federal act required states to establish highway 
departments, funds dedicated towards actual construction and maintenance were 
minimal. Therefore, the organization recognized the necessity of keeping the spirit 
of the highway alive. School children studied its development and even participated 
in penny-contribution drives (Hokanson 1988). Counties formed smaller versions 
of the Lincoln Highway Association. 
Marking the Lincoln Highway 
The organization began to mark the highway as "a means of establishing the 
highway physically" (Lincoln Highway Association 1935, 210). The Lincoln 
Highway was marked four separate times, each time in a different manner. In the 
beginning, volunteers marked the Lincoln Highway with red, white and blue bands 
painted on a pole, rock or other convenient object (Lincoln Highway Association 
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1935). In 1916, the Lincoln Highway Association employed a crew to paint a stencil 
with the official insignia, similar to that shown in Figure 2.4, in red, white, and blue 
on more than 8,000 telegraph poles from New York City to the NebraskalWyoming 
state line (Lincoln Highway Association 1935). Between 1916 and 1920, the 
Association placed nearly 4,000 permanent steel enameled markers on posts 
alongside advertising signs from Omaha to the Pacific coast (Lincoln Highway 
Association 1935). After receiving permission from state authorities, the Lincoln 
Highway Association sought to mark utility poles with a uniform, legible insignia. All 
of these methods were susceptible to vandalism and common wear and tear. 
Towards the end of its life, the Lincoln Highway Association organized a final 
marking effort. Concrete posts, about four feet tall, were erected by the Boy Scouts 
of America on September 1, 1928 (Hokanson 1988). Each post had a small 
directional arrow and a small bronze medallion with Lincoln's profile. The words 
"This highway dedicated to Abraham Lincoln" surrounded the medallion. 
LINCOLN 
L 
HIGHWAY 
Figure 2.4 The official insignia of the Lincoln Highway Association which was 
painted on poles and other items to mark the Lincoln Highway. 
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The Role of State and Federal Governments 
The Lincoln Highway Association, the most successful good-roads movement 
in the United States, truly succeeded in promoting and building America's first 
transcontinental highway. As state and federal governments made "the private 
promotion unnecessary," the Lincoln Highway Association slowly dissolved. In 
1927, the Lincoln Highway Association ceased to be, and the Lincoln Highway fell 
under the control of the government (Lincoln Highway Association 1994). 
Shortly thereafter, the federal government absorbed the names of highways 
in the United States, including the Lincoln, and renamed them using a numbering 
system. 
The Lincoln Highway, a memorial to the martyred Lincoln now 
known by the Grace of God and the authority of the Government 
of the United States as Federal Route 1, Federal Route 30, 
Federal Route 30N, Federal Route 30S, Federal Route 530, 
Federal Route 40, and Federal Route 50 (Lincoln Highway 
Association 1935, 229). 
Changes were made to the highway, widening and straightening the route. 
Construction of America's roadways had slowed during the first world war, and then 
in the 1920s travel resumed at an even greater and more enthusiastic level. By 
World War II, Americans were crying for faster highways. State highway 
departments re-routed the Lincoln Highway around some of the cities and towns 
through which it had originally passed. 
After World War II, still more changes were necessary. American society 
called for routes that would allow the traveler to move quickly with few stops. Thus, 
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the Interstate Highway System evolved in the United States. Interstate 80 replaced 
the Lincoln Highway as a primary transcontinental route (Thompson 1989). The 
Lincoln Highway was to become a forgotten route, left to county engineers' 
departments to maintain. In some cases, the route was totally forgotten and 
neglected. Across the United States, there are abandoned sections of the Lincoln 
Highway, some of concrete materials, others of gravel and dirt.· Remnants of the 
Lincoln Highway are evident in farm fields. 
The Lincoln Highway in Iowa 
In Iowa, the Lincoln Highway offered an adventure and challenge. During dry 
weather, the roads, surfaced with oiled dirt, graded earth, and gravel, were easily 
crossed. Once Iowa's rains started, however, the dirt sections of the highway could 
bring travel to an immediate halt. As Figures 2.5 and 2.6 demonstrate, Iowa's roads 
became thick mud. Regardless of road conditions, though, the Lincoln Highway in 
Iowa offered travelers an opportunity to experience the rural landscape. Many 
appreciated the nearly 360-mile stretch from river to river, including Dallas Lore 
Sharp, who wrote that, 
Nowhere in the world have I felt a more perfect harmony between 
earth and man than among the farms of Iowa, nor more comfortable 
space and spiritual freedom between man and man (Hokanson 1988, 51). 
The Lincoln Highway passed through the middle section of the state, from 
Clinton to Council Bluffs. In all, the Lincoln went through forty-six cities. Cafes and 
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Figure 2.5 A photo of Iowa's Lincoln Highway conditions during rain and inclem-
ent weather conditions. Photo courtesy of the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. 
Figure 2.6 Travelers faced uncertain highway conditions once they reached 
Iowa's mud roads. Photo courtesy of the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. 
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hotels were named after the highway. Iowans were proud of the state and its rich 
agricultural traditions. The Iowa State Lincoln Highway Association Consul 
described the highway in Iowa thusly, 
A trip by motor car across the State during the summer months is a 
revelation of the production possibilities and agricultural resources of this 
wonderful "garden state" of the Union (Lincoln Highway Association 1994, 
introduction). 
The Lincoln Highway Association found that the route was difficult to map in 
the state of Iowa. Henry Joy traveled the state extensively and "felt that there were 
as many as fifty possible routes across the State" (Hokanson 1988, 52). Not a 
single route was direct. Rather, roads zigzagged north, south, east, and west. Joy 
recognized that one route closely paralleled the Chicago and North Western 
Railway and had been previously followed in transcontinental travels. This section 
had already been named by some Iowans as the Iowa Official Trans-Continental 
Route (Hokanson 1988). 
There have been several routes of the Lincoln Highway in Iowa including 
routes from the 1910s, 1920s, and the 1930s. When the route of the Lincoln 
Highway was changed, it was usually relocated at the local level, according to the 
politics at the time. In 1920, Iowa began to mark primary roads, adopting specific 
numbers rather than names such as the Lincoln Highway. The Lincoln Highway in 
Iowa became State No. 6 (Thompson 1989). Four years later, the American 
Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) resolved that all routes should 
follow a uniform numbering system. The Lincoln Highway in Iowa changed from 
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State NO.6 to U.S. Route 30 (Thompson 1989). Years later, U.S. Route 30, known 
by locals as "Old 30," was re-routed and bypassed communities for quicker travel 
routes. The new road is still referred to in Iowa as "New Highway 30." 
The Re-Emergence of the Lincoln Highway Association 
In October, 1992, the Lincoln Highway Association began anew in Ogden, 
Iowa. Automobile enthusiasts, historians, and residents of communities along the 
Lincoln Highway met and re-formed the Lincoln Highway Association. Membership 
in the new organization exceeds 500 members, including individuals, families, his-
torical societies, cities and towns, genealogical societies, companies, and one state 
historic preservation organization. Forty-four individuals from seven states attended 
the meeting in Ogden. Bylaws were drawn up and officers elected. 
Interests in the road and the new Lincoln Highway Association are 
varied, comprised of antique car collectors; post card collectors; oil 
company memorabilia collector; scholars of road building history; the 
history of road building equipment, and road building politics history; 
map collectors; and those persons very determined to find and record 
all variations of the early routes (Lincoln Highway Association 1994 
introduction). 
During the founding meeting, the present Statement of Purpose of the Lincoln 
Highway Association was adopted (Figure 2.7). 
The new Lincoln Highway Association actively promotes the preservation of 
the Lincoln Highway across the nation. In Iowa, the Association has been very 
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Statement of Purpose 
1. The Lincoln Highway Association (LHA) shall identify, preserve, 
interpret, and improve access by the general public to extant 
remains of the Lincoln Highway and its associated sites, 
especially the period from the highway's initiation in 1913 
until its legislative demise in 1928, but also encompassing 
earlier and later dates. 
2. The LHA shall pursue whatever measures are necessary or 
advisable to prevent further deterioration, demolition, or alteration 
of the extant remains of the Lincoln Highway. 
3. The LHA shall publicize and seek public exposure of its goals 
and activities, so as to create popular awareness and concern 
for the preservation of the Lincoln Highway. 
4. The LHA shall facilitate scholarly research about the Lincoln 
Highway, and publish a periodical as a forum for scholarly 
articles and news of activity relevant to the LHA. 
The LHA shall be exclusively charitable and educational within the 
meaning of Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 
(Lincoln Highway Association 1994). 
Figure 2.7 Statement of Purpose of the new Lincoln Highway Association 
adopted during the founding meeting. 
successful in nominating and listing segments of the Lincoln Highway on the 
National Register of Historic Places. Volunteers have undertaken the 
insurmountable task of re-painting the Lincoln Highway insignia on utility poles in 
order to re-mark the Highway. National conferences have been held--the 1994 
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conference was in Ames, lowa--and are planned for future years. These 
conferences bring the nationwide membership together with scholars and historians 
to discuss ways of protecting and promoting the Lincoln Highway. 
The national organization is aggressively seeking out funding from state and 
federal agencies in order to develop heritage park corridors, building upon the role 
of the Lincoln Highway in United States transportation history. Projects are cur-
rently underway in Iowa for the development of interpretive sites in Boone and 
Greene Counties. 
The movement undertaken by Carl Fisher and other remarkable individuals 
not only resulted in the formation of a transcontinental route, but affected 
transportation history in the United States. As a mobile society, Americans forget 
that pioneers forged the way to make today's life much simpler. Had it not been for 
the innovation, dreams, and foresight of the Lincoln Highway Association, 
transportation in the United States may have developed at a slower rate. 
The history of the Lincoln Highway and transportation in the United States is 
important, and one way to study it is by continuing the preservation of historical 
remains of the highway, as well as associated features. Preservation efforts 
promote education. A living history is preserved to teach success stories from the 
past and prevent failures in the future. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
TOURISM AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
"Travel and tourism is economic development in its purest form." 
-An excerpt from the testimony of Richard Trammel at the hearing "Effects on 
Tourism as a Tool for Rural Economic Development" before the Subcommittee on 
Procurement, Taxation, and Tourism of the Committee on Small Business, House of 
Representatives, 103rd Congress (U.S. Congress 1993). 
As an economic development model, tourism can prove to be extremely 
effective. Success may be physically measured in the amount of outside dollars 
that enter a community and multiply within the economy. "Unless and until the 
tourist passes a cash register, they do not bring economic impact" to a community 
(Peterson 1995, speech). Tourism, therefore, may well be a key to diversifying 
Iowa's small communities' economies. However, tourism plans are subject to failure 
if proper planning is not undertaken. Tourism involves resources, citizenry, 
organizations, and government. Therefore, tourism planning is far from simplistic in 
its approaches. 
This chapter discusses the concept of tourism, providing definitions and 
identifying current trends and the development stages. By highlighting current 
trends in tourism, justification for a tourism route based upon the Lincoln Highway 
is supplied. The concept of heritage tourism is extensively addressed as the 
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Lincoln Highway tourism route the study proposes is based upon this tourism 
initiative. 
Definition of Tourism 
Tourism is often a misunderstood term. It is perceived to be the actions of 
people traveling distances in order to experience lifestyles or cultures dissimilar to 
their own. Tourism encompasses much more. Nancy Hill in "Heritage Tourism in 
Small Communities" defines tourism as, 
... the temporary movement of people to a destination outside their normal 
places of residence and work, the activities undertaken during their 
stay in those destinations, and the facilities created to cater to their 
needs (Hill 1994, 11). 
Mcintosh and Goeldner in Tourism Principles, Practices, and Philosophies 
contribute an expanded definition of tourism. By identifying the groups who 
participate and are involved in tourism activities, they proffer that tourism is, 
... the sum of the phenomena and relationships arising from the 
interaction of tourists, business suppliers, host governments and host 
communities in the process of attracting and hosting these tourists and 
other visitors (Mcintosh and Goeldner 1986, 4). 
Uel Blank identifies three major components of tourism: the tourist, the destination, 
and the linkage(s). Blank relates the "tourist" within the tourism industry as the 
"market." The destination is the place to which tourists travel, an area of cohesive 
travel appeal that can be divided into market segments. Linkage(s), of both 
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communication and transportation, allow information and people to flow between the 
market and destination (Blank 1988). 
Within the realm of tourism, there are subsets, or specialized forms of 
tourism. They include such areas as eco-tourism, health tourism, cultural tourism, 
recreational tourism, and heritage tourism. The guide presented in this thesis is 
primarily based upon heritage tourism initiatives. Each form of tourism has unique 
characteristics and qualities relating to location. For example, tourism travel in 
Rochester, Minnesota, may well be studied under the umbrella of health tourism 
due to the appeal of the Mayo Clinic as an attraction. 
Current Trends in the Tourism Industry 
The tourism industry has evolved into one of the leading business arenas in 
the United States. Tourism ranks upon the top three largest industries in every 
state as measured by employment (Heise 1991). Tourists are looking for variety, 
flexibility, and unique experiences. The U.S. Travel Data Center identified three 
trends impacting upon tourism activities. Nancy Hill presents these three areas as: 
• Baby boomers now approaching middle age are a particularly fertile field 
for heritage tourism marketers. While one in five of the general United 
States population has a college degree, one in four baby boomers has 
such a degree. Studies funded by the National Endowment for the Arts 
and others have established that the strongest indicator of interest in 
cultural activities is education level; 
• Seniors comprise a strong and growing market that always has a higher 
than average interest in cultural activities; and 
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• Shorter, more frequent vacations are becoming more common. Cultural 
resources, especially theater and museums, are logical partners for hotels 
setting up interesting weekend packages (Hill 1994, 12). 
The evolution of society into a global village, as well as a decrease in the 
commuting population as home-based occupations increase, will ultimately affect 
the tourism industry (Prohaska 1995). 
The U.S. Travel Data Center Travelometer for Fall 1994 discovered that 
forty-nine percent of the United States traveling public visited an historical site. 
Furthermore, visiting historic sites ranks number four out of eighteen tourism 
activities (Hargrove 1995). Americans currently value time as a more important 
commodity than money. Therefore, by carefully designing and planning tourism 
destination areas with all these trends in mind, the tourism industry can take full 
advantage of an increasing economic development activity. 
Heritage Tourism 
Heritage tourism is the development of a tourism initiative based upon 
historical and cultural resources of an area, whether community- or region-oriented. 
The National Trust for Historic Preservation defines heritage tourism as, 
... the practice of traveling to experience historic and cultural attractions 
to learn about a community's, region's, or state's past in an enjoyable 
and informative way (National Trust for Historic Preservation 1993, 2). 
Hill identifies the importance of physical remains of the past and natural landscapes 
as resources for a heritage tourism strategy (Hill 1994). Sharr Prohaska notes that 
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heritage tourism is the interconnection between tourism, economic development, 
arts, cultural and natural resources, and preservation (Prohaska 1995). 
The forces driving heritage tourism are many. At its most basic level, human 
curiosity and the desire for authentic experiences compels individuals to search out 
the past. Heritage tourism serves as a form of entertainment and as an educational 
tool, both for the visitor and the host. Historical sites and cultural areas provide a 
sense of place, something unique and different that the traveling public does not 
experience at home. 
There are distinctive qualities that a community must possess to develop a 
heritage tourism initiative. As in any tourism initiative, it is necessary to define what 
attracts people to the area. Heritage tourism, almost by its definition, requires that 
the attractions revolve around history and culture. In essence, visitors are taken 
back in time, if proper planning is undertaken and careful thought dedicated to 
interpreting the heritage tourism attraction. 
"Culture as a Determinant of the Attractiveness of a Tourist Region," Ritchie 
and Zins (1978), highlights twelve aspects of local culture that can attract tourists: 
handicrafts, language, traditions, gastronomy, art and music (concerts, painting, 
sculpture), history of the region, types of work engaged in and technology used, 
architecture (giving the area a distinctive appearance), religion (visible 
manifestations), educational systems, dress, and leisure activities (Ritchie and Zins 
1978). 
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Common threads bind tourist attractions in a heritage tourism strategy. 
Elements of heritage tourism initiatives include: 1. historical resources, 2. cultural 
resources, 3. natural resources, 4. community initiative, 5. lodging and restaurants 
(amenities), 6. infrastructure (physical and social), and 7. long-range planning. 
Important, too, are demographic characteristics and community attitudes that define 
the cultural and sociological framework of a community. 
Heritage tourism is a socio-cultural event for both traveler and host. It 
necessitates a degree of cooperation or, at the very least, a proper level of mutual 
tolerance and co-existence between the two entities (Murphy 1985). It affects a 
community at two extremes, either as a beneficial economic development initiative 
or as a negative force that may ultimately divide the citizenry. The relationship 
between the traveler and host plays an integral part in determining the future impact 
of heritage tourism. 
The degree of authenticity of a community or attraction is jeopardized by 
differing aspirations held by a diverse population. Murphy contends that changing 
priorities of a community, as well as its ability to host a growing number of tourists, 
affects the authenticity. As an industry based upon historical and cultural 
resources, heritage tourism can force an urban environment to change in order to 
meet the increased demands of visitors. This can ultimately harm the fabric unique 
to the area. 
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Authenticity is a key of heritage tourism, and the theory of "acculturation" is 
relevant in discussing the negative impact upon communities. Acculturation is 
evident when two cultures come into contact for a length of time and exchange 
ideas and products. Although in most cases the theory is applied to developing 
countries, it is relevant to the discussion of heritage tourism (Murphy 1985). 
Symbols of tourism's contribution to the acculturation process are exemplified by the 
standardization of accommodations and the changes in language uses (Murphy 
1985). Acculturation is exemplified by fast food chains and franchises that are 
uniform throughout the nation, rather than integrating designs that are particular to 
the area. Some places, such as Pella, Iowa, seek to limit the uniform appearances 
of franchises. In Pella, an historic Dutch community, the McDonald's design reflects 
Dutch architecture. A McDonald's in Phoenix, Arizona, emulates the southwestern 
United States' Indian heritage. 
Heritage tourism as a strategy for economic development has many 
redeeming qualities, but as in any initiative, it is not without pitfalls. Tourism of any 
sort places new demands upon services and infrastructure. For heritage tourism, 
changes in infrastructure directly affect resources upon which the strategy is rooted. 
Nancy Hill contends that heritage tourism, "imposes costs and liabilities such as 
infrastructure and resource depletion, seasonal unemployment, traffic and parking 
problems, and hostility" (Hill 1994, 12). 
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Boniface and Fowler (1993) point out that the irony lies in the consequences 
of tourism that "threaten and despoil the very scene and its ambient qualities." 
However, in "The Promise of Heritage Tourism," Prohaska is optimistic about the 
role of heritage tourism as an economic development initiative. 
Heritage tourism is emerging as one of the most promising areas of 
economic development for inner city neighborhoods, smaller communities, 
and even isolated rural areas (Prohaska 1994, 1). 
Attractions: What Compels Tourists? 
The tourism project is not canned or shrink-wrapped but, rather, a 
collection of experiences gained by the traveler (Gunn 1988, 11). 
As Clare Gunn suggests, tourist attractions are not manufactured. The 
cookie-cutter approach cannot be applied to communities interested in developing 
tourism initiatives. Each attraction is unique and offers a distinctive experience to a 
tourist. William Alderson, while discussing museum and historical sites in 
particular, lists attributes (which may be applied to tourism attractions in general) 
that "a site or museum needs to develop for it to succeed as a tourist attraction" 
(Alderson 1993, 9). 
• Dazzle them with quality. Exhibits should be thoroughly documented, 
attractive, and effectively communicated. 
• Put your best foot forward. "You need to have a special or distinctive 
story to tell, not just an ordinary one." 
• Ease of use. Accessibility is the key, including adequate signage and 
parking, being open at regular and reasonable hours, and allowing 
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opportunities for physically handicapped individuals to enjoy the 
experience. 
• Enjoyment, learning, and understanding. Skillful interpretation and 
pleasant, welcoming experiences contribute to the site. 
• Shout it from the rooftops. "The survival of a tourism site depends on its 
marketing success." 
• Serving many publics. Remember the local community. 
In Vacationscape, Gunn distinguishes two classes of attractions: touring 
circuit attractions and longer-stay attractions. "Touring circuit" refers to those 
attractions on a "tour" where travelers most likely visit more than one location 
between home and destination. These include roadside scenic areas, outstanding 
natural areas, shrines, cultural places, food, entertainment places, ethnic areas, and 
historic buildings and sites, among others. The "longer-stay" attractions are those 
that require the resource bases and operations to support groups of people for more 
than a brief visit. Resorts, camping areas, festivals, event places, and theme parks 
are all longer-stay attractions (Gunn 1988). Successful tourism design integrates 
both forms of attractions, where appropriate, in order to heighten the tourist's 
experience. 
Blank's theory of a tourist destination area (TDA) is closely related to Gunn's 
attractions. The model of the tourist destination area allows for a focal attraction 
complemented by hospitality services and supplementary activities. In a sense, 
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Blank combines Gunn's two attractions in the identification of a tourist destination 
area. In focal attraction development, it is important to ask questions such as: 
• What are the outstanding indigenous community features? 
• . Is the attraction appropriate and fitting for a community? 
• Can the attraction be developed and managed so as to offer a visitor an 
experience of outstanding quality? (Blank 1989, 27) 
It is imperative to define both existing and potential attractions and to assess 
existing conditions as part of the planning process. 
Developing a Tourism Plan 
Tourism development must be guided by carefully planned policy, 
a policy not built on balance sheets and profit and loss statements 
alone, but on the ideals and principles of human welfare and 
happiness (Mcintosh and Goeldner 1992, 305). 
Developing a tourism industry cannot be accomplished overnight. Rather, it 
requires careful planning, involving stakeholders in the process of identifying 
tangible goals and missions. As noted earlier, tourists and community residents 
will, at some level, interact. Therefore, local citizenry must be allowed the 
opportunity for input and to affect the direction of the tourism initiative. In order for 
tourism to develop, people and businesses need to be sold on potential for tourism, 
and counties and areas must form regional organizations (Phykitt 1994). 
Therefore, tourism development requires careful planning, integrating the goals and 
agendas of numerous parties. 
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Heise (1992) offers eight steps in planning and developing tourism in rural 
communities: 
1. define goals and objectives, 
2. identify existing resources/attractions, 
3. consult outside organizations, 
4. analyze feasibility/impacts, 
5. develop marketing plan, 
6. identify alternatives, 
7. implement plan, 
8. monitor/evaluate results. 
It is possible to add an additional step to the list--conducting surveys and 
workshops in order to gauge the level of support for a tourism initiative. This may 
be the initial step in the planning process. 
In developing heritage tourism, the planning process is more focused so that 
preservation activities are promoted. The National Trust for Historic Preservation 
(1993) suggests that successful initiatives follow four basic steps: 
1 . Assess the Potential. 
2. Plan and Organize. 
3. Prepare, Protect, and Manage. 
4. Market for Success. 
The first step requires evaluating five areas: attractions, visitor services, 
organizational capabilities, protection, and marketing. By assessing communities 
using Howell's twelve element model as discussed in Chapter One, this first step is 
easily accomplished. Step Two is "to organize by building a local consensus that 
supports heritage tourism" (National Trust for Historic Preservation 1993). The 
National Trust recommends uniting local organizations, government, and citizens 
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into an entity that then develops the goals and mission statements, preferably within 
an action plan. 
The third step involves preservation efforts and other methods to protect the 
resource base upon which the heritage tourism initiative builds. It relates to Heise's 
final three steps as part of an implementation phase. Finally, in step four, the 
National Trust recommends that a multi-year, many-tiered marketing plan be 
developed, including four components: public relations, advertising, graphic 
materials, and promotion (National Trust for Historic Preservation 1993). The 
marketing plan involves defining tourism market segments, whether based on 
geographic, demographic, or other characteristics. 
Tourism is a viable economic development strategy for rural communities. 
However, if it is not sensitively developed, costs can exceed the benefits. The many 
stages in tourism planning must be carefully followed, but also specialized so that 
they "fit" within the community and region. Successful planning relies upon citizen 
involvement, promoting the role of citizenry as a "host" within the tourism industry. 
The tourism industry in Iowa is rapidly expanding. The state has been 
popularized by books and movies such as Field of Dreams and The Bridges of 
Madison County. The Iowa Division of Tourism is anticipatory of the continued 
growth of the tourism industry within the state. It is dedicating resources so that 
heritage tourism is promoted and 50 that tourism can be used in rural areas as a 
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mechanism to diversify and strengthen their historically agricultural-based 
economies. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
COMMUNITY ASSESSMENTS 
Preliminary feasibility analyses were conducted in order to determine 
whether the development of a Lincoln Highway tourism route could result in a 
profitable and successful venture. Evaluations were conducted for all forty-six 
communities along the Lincoln Highway in Iowa. Within the planning process, 
analyses such as these are generally undertaken once goals and objectives have 
been identified. The results presented in this chapter are intended as a precursor 
to development of the tourism plan discussed in the next chapter. 
It is important to conduct community evaluations or surveys in order to 
determine the capacity to sustain a tourism industry. Inventories are intended to 
address four questions (Peterson 1995): 
1. How will the tourists get to the attraction/destination area? 
2. Where will the tourists sleep? 
3. Where will they eat? 
4. Where will they shop? 
Community studies identify cultural resources, natural resources, ethnicity and 
demographic information, historical attractions, and the availability of amenities. 
Evaluating existing conditions allows communities to determine future areas of 
concern and what attractions and conditions should be stressed or improved upon. 
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Methodology Employed in the Community Assessments 
Community evaluations conducted in this study are based on a blend of the 
models developed by Richard Howell and Douglas Pearce. Table 4.1 identifies the 
categories and elements of a community evaluation that each model employs. The 
combination of these two models produced a comprehensive model for evaluating 
communities in all the areas from Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Elements of community evaluations based on Howell and Pearce 
models. 
Elements in Howell's Model Elements in Pearce's Model 
A ITRACTIONS/EXISTING AND 
POTENTIAL .4----_+_ ~ AITRACTIONS 
CLIMATE ... -----... ~ CLIMATE 
ACCESSIBILITY 4 • ACCESS 
....................................... u ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
LOCATION PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 
HISTORY 
POPULATION (DEMOGRAPHICS) 
LABOR FORCES 
INDUSTRIAL BASE/MAJOR 
EMPLOYERS 
EDUCATIONITRAINING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
' ........................................................................................................... . 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
LEGAL CLIMATE/LOCAL-STATE 
LAWS 
LAND TENURE AND USE 
CONSTRAINTS AND INCENTIVES 
"OTHER" FACTORS 
Represents elements 
common to each model. 
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The research undertaken for this study required the review of primary and 
secondary data. Information for much of the community evaluations was gathered 
through first-hand observations. Counts were taken of lodging facilities (hotels and 
motels), restaurants, gas stations, grocery stores, and historical sites along the 
Lincoln Highway while driving and mapping the tourism route. Demographic 
information was retrieved from the 1990 Census as well as from 1994 Woods and 
Poole figures. Numerous other sources were researched, including brochures from 
cities and attractions along the routes, and information received from the Lincoln 
Highway Association. 
While traveling the Lincoln Highway routes, notecards were completed for 
each community along the highway. Information about historical sites, natural 
resources (such as parks), cultural events, and other miscellaneous data were 
recorded on each notecard. To develop the Lincoln Highway as a corridor linking 
the cities along the route, all areas of interest for a distance of up to fifteen miles on 
each side of the route were recorded as well. These areas are considered to be a 
part of the Lincoln Highway tourism route. 
Information from the notecards was transferred to the "Community Evaluation 
Sheets" presented in Figure 4.1. The sheets addressed elements from the Howell 
and Pearce models. Information relating to three areas are not addressed in the 
preliminary evaluations conducted for this thesis: labor force, 
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COMMUNITY EVALUATIONS 
CITY ______________________________ __ 
Location 
-to nearby markets 
-to other tourist destination areas 
-major transportation corridors 
-what are primary competitors 
Accessibility 
-is'the highway gravel in spots, etc.? How much--are there alternative 
routes? 
History 
-significant historical sites in the area (within 15 miles to either side of LH) 
-anything listed on National Register 
Climate 
-are most festivals, etc. in summer because of weather 
-is county/city willing to maintain roadway in the winter months 
Population-demographics 
-basic census data: 
median age 
income level 
family size 
total population 
Figure 4.1 Community evaluation sheets used to perform preliminary feasibility 
analyses. 
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Industrial Base/Major Employers 
-are they growing, declining, or stable 
EducationlTraining Opportunities 
-what kinds of schools (post-secondary facilities) 
-hooked up to the Iowa Telecommunications Network 
-participant in extension services? 
-proximity to research facilities 
Labor Force 
-Who are the major employers? 
-unemployment rates of the city? 
-identify economic development groups and what are main foci? 
Attractions/Existing and Potential 
-What are the attractions? Who visits and how are they promoted? 
-Festivals? When, based on what 
-are attractions handicap accessible 
-museums and cultural centers 
-is community willing to "create" an attraction 
Infrastructure 
-community's carrying capacity to sustain tourism industry 
Number of: 
Hotels Restaurants Gas Stations Grocery Stores 
-in what condition is the physical infrastructure? condition of roads, etc. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
Figure 4.1 Continued 
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industrial base/major employers, and education/training opportunities. These are 
omitted as this stage of analysis is intended as a preliminary "inventory device," 
used to determine whether tourism is a viable industry. This information was not 
collected in the preliminary stage and must be researched once a tourism plan has 
been initiated. If communities along the tourism route agree to undertake the 
initiatives to develop the tourism route, it will be necessary to identify who works 
within communities, if residents from the communities work elsewhere, and other 
information concerning the labor pool. This information determines whether the 
labor force is sufficient to sustain a tourism industry, and whether the training and 
educational facilities are present to prepare residents and businesses for the 
tourism industry. 
In addition, portions of the section "attractions/existing and potential" must be 
determined through community attitudinal studies which could not be successfully 
completed for this study due to fiscal and time constraints. Such studies could be 
done by surveys or by holding town meetings and workshops in order to obtain a 
feel for community support and interest. All this will aid in the development of the 
goals and objectives of an action plan. 
Census data and information from various brochures and other sources such 
as the Iowa Visitors Guide was also added to the community evaluation sheets. 
Once completed, the evaluations were analyzed and the resulting information, 
presented in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, identified existing strengths and weaknesses 
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Table 4.2 Evaluation of social infrastructure/amenities of the cities along the highway. 
City 
( Identification 
Number) 
Lodging Eating Gas Grocery Historical 
Facilities Establishments Stations Stores Sites 
.. .'~!:'}~.~~ .. (~J .....................................................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~r.~~.~!.'!.j~t .................................................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~r.i.~.~.j~L ......................................................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~~.~~.~r..J~l .................................................................................................................................................................................. ~ ................ . 
... ~~.I.r.~ .. ~.!~.in~ .. .(~J ................................................................ ? ..................................... ~ ............................. ? ............................. ~ ................ . 
... §.~.~!:l.~ .. J?1. ................................. 1 ........................................ ~ ....................................... ~ ............................. ~ .............................. ~ ................ . 
... ~~.!~.'!.'.~.~ .... (?L ...................................................................... ~ ....................................... ? ............................................................................. . 
... ~~.rr.~.I.!.j~L ................................ 1 ........................................ ~ ....................................... ? ........................... ! .............................. ? ............... . 
... ~~.~~r .. B~p..i.~~.~J~.L ...................................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~~~!.~~~ ... U.9.L .................................................................... ? ....................................... ~ ............................................................. ~ ................ . 
... ~!.~r.~!:l.~~ .. J1.2>.. ................................................................... ? ...................................... ~ ............................. ~ ................................................ . 
... ~!!.~~.~!:l.~ .. .t!.~.L .............................................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~9.!!?.J~.~>.. .................................. 1 ......................................... 1 ....................................................................................................................... . 
... ~!?~.~~!.r .. !?!!-:I.ff.~~ .. J!.iL ...............................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~r.~.~.~~n~ .... (1.?1. ................................................................... ~ ...................................... ? ............................................................................. . 
... !?~~!.~.~n .. .c!.~.L .......................... ~ ........................................ ? ...................................... ? ........................................................... ~ ............... . 
... !?~.~!!! .. J2?L ............................. 1 ........................................ ? ...................................... § ............................. ! ................................................ . 
... !?!?~ .. ~!~y. .. .c1.~2. ........................................................................................................... } .............................................................................. . 
... !?!-:ID!.~p. .. .c1.~1 ....................................................................... ? ...................................... ~ ............................. ! ............................... 1 ................ . 
... ~.I.~~.~~D.J~QL ..................................................................... ? ...................................... ? ............................................................ 1 ................ . 
... ~E~.!:l.~.~~.~~~!!?D .. J?.1.L ...................................................... 1 ....................................... ? ............................ ! .............................. ? ............... . 
... ~E~!:l.~.M9.!:!.~~.J~~l .......................................................... 1 ....................................... ~ .............................................................................. . 
... !:!!?!:l.~y. .. ~r.~~.~ ... C?~.L ........................................................... 1 .......................................................................................................................  
... ~~ff.~r.~!?n .. J?iL .................................................................. i ...................................... ? ........................................................... ~ ................ . 
... ~~~E~D.~.J.??.1. .......................... 2 ......................................... ~ ....................................... ~ .............................................................................. . 
... ~.i.~~.~!.l .. J?~2. ........................................................................ ~ ..................................................................... ~ ................................................ . 
... ~.~g.~.~.j~?L .................................................................................................................................................................................................  
... ~.~~~!~.~~.J~~.L ................................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................... .. 
... ~.~Y.'!'.~~n.J.?~L .............................................................................................................. ~ ............................................................ ~ ............... . 
... ~.~r.!!?D.~ .. J~.9.1 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
... ~.~r.~.~~.r.!~9.~!.l .. J~12 ........................................................... ? .................................... .? ............................................................. 1 ............... .. 
... ~.~!?~~!:l.i.~~y.~!!~ ... .(~.?l ........................................................ :? ..................................................................... ! ................................................ . 
... ~.i.~~.~!:!.r! .. y.~.r.!~y .. J~.~2. ............ ~ ........................................ ~ ....................................... ~ ............................................................ ? ............... .. 
... ~.~.~!.~!:!E .. J~iL ............................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
... ~.t.y.~r.!:l.~.~.j:??.L .............................................................. ~ ...................................... ~ ............................................................ ? ............... . 
... ~~.y.~.~~.J:?~.L ........................... 1 ........................................ ~ ....................................... ~ ............................. ! .............................. ~ ............... .. 
... 9..9.~.~.~ .. .c~!..L ........................................................................ 1 ....................................... ? ............................. ! ................................................ . 
... B~.!~~~!.! .. .t~~.L ............................................................................................................................................................................. ~................ . 
... ~~r.~.':!!«?!.l .... (~~1 ................................................................... ~ ....................................... ~ ............................. ! .............................. ~ ................ . 
... ~!~.!:l~~.~~ .... (~g2 .................................................................. ? ...................................... ~ .............................................................................. . 
... ~!~!.~.~.~!:l.~~.~ .. J~.1.l. ............................................................ ? ...................................... ~ ............................. ! ................................................ . 
... I~.'I).~ .. J~?J ................................ ~ ......................................... ~ ....................................... ~ ............................................................ :? .............. .. 
... y.~.~I .. J~.~l ............................................................................... 1 ....................................... 1 .............................................................................. . 
... ~.~~!.§!.~~ ... (~~>.. ....................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................ . 
... ~.~~.~!!~.~~ .. J~.?2 ................................................................. 1 ....................................................................................................................... . 
Woodbine (46) 2 3 1 4 
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Table 4.3 Demographic information of the cities along the Lincoln Highway. 
City Population Persons Number of Median Median 
(Identification per Housing Value Age of 
Number) Household Units (in dollars) Population 
... ~!!!~.~ .. (~.L ......................................... ~?!.~.~~ ............................... ?:.?~ .......................... ~.?!.g~.~ ........................ .!..?!.~9.9 .............................. ??:.? .. . 
... ~~.C?~.~!~.(?l. ............................................. ~.~~ ............................... ?:.?~ ................................. !.~? ................................................................................ . 
... ~r.i.~!.!.(~J ................................................. .1.~~ ............................... ?:.?1 .................................... ~? ............................................................................... . 
... ~~.~~~r..t1>.. ................................................ ~~ ............................... ?:.~~ ................................... :?~ ................................................................................ . 
... ~~J.I.!': .. f.».!!'!.i.~~J?2... .............................. ?!.~.?~ ............................... ?:.?1 .............................. !.!.?~~ ......................... ?~!.!.9.9 .............................. ~.?:.? .. . 
... ~~.~f.1.~ .. (~L ......................................... ~.?!.?~? ............................. ?.:.?.Z ............................. ?!.?~.? ........................ ~.~!.~9.9 .............................. ~.?:.~ .. . 
... ~~.!~.IJ).~~.J?l. .......................................... ??~ ............................... ?:.~.?. ................................. !.Z9 ................................................................................ . 
... ~~E~9.!!J~.L .......................................... ~!.~.?~ ............................... ?:.?~ ............................. ?!.!.Z~ ......................... ??!~9.9 ............................. }.~:.1 .. . 
... ~~.~~.U.~~.p..i.~~J~2... ..................... !.9.~!.?~~ ............................... ?:.~~ .......................... ~.?!~?? ......................... ?.~!~9g .............................. ??:.?. .. . 
... ~~.~!.~.~.~.(~.9>.. ......................................... ??~ ............................... ?:.~? ................................. !.~.§ ................................................................................ . 
... ~!~~.~!"!.C?~ . .t!.~.L ....................................... ~.?§ ............................... ?:.~~ ................................ ~:?~ ................................................................................ . 
... ~!!!.!~.~!"!.J~~L ................................... ~~!.?Q.~ ............................... ?.:.~~ .......................... ~.?!.?~~ ......................... ??!.?.9.9 .............................. ~.?:.? .. . 
... ~~.!~J.!.~.L ................................................ ??~ ............................... ?:.?.Z ................................. ?Q? ................................................................................ . 
... ~~~.~~.iL!?!.l:!f!~.(~.~2... .................... §.~!.?.!.~ ............................... ?:.?~ .......................... ??!.?~.~ ......................... ~~!.?9.9 .............................. ~.?:.? .. . 
... ~r.~.~.~~.~~.J~.!?J ................................................. ~.~ .. 9.~!?~!!.~.~.!'!~!'! .. !'!y.!'!.i.I.!'!.~!~: ........................................................................................................ . 
... !?~~!.~.~.~ .. (~.?2. ..................................... §!.§.Q~ ............................... ?:.?.~ ............................. ?!.??? ......................... ~~!.~gg .............................. ?.1:.~ .. . 
... !?~Y.Y.!.~ . .c1.?.L ....................................... ~!.?!.~ ............................... ?:.~.?. ............................. !.!.~Q? ................................................................................ . 
... !?9.~.g.!!y.J!.~L ....................................... ~:?~ ............................... ?:.?Z ................................. ?~.? ................................................................................ . 
... !?!:I.!"!!.~p.J~.~) ......................................... ~!.??~ ............................... ?:.~.~ ................................. ?Q? ................................................................................ . 
... ~.1.~~~~.~ .. (:?91. ...................................... ~!.g.~~ ............................... ?:.?Q ................................. ~~? ................................................................................ . 
... ~E~.!"!.~.~.~!.!~~!9n .. (~~1. .......................... ~.9.~ .............................. ?:.?~ ................................. ?~1 ................................................................................ . 
... ~.~~~.~ .. ~~~.~~J?~>.. ............................. ~.!.§. .............................. ?:.?Q ................................ ~~? ................................................................................ . 
... t!~~.~y. .. ~r.~~~.E?2 ......................................... ~~ .. 9.~!?~!!.~.~.!'!~!'! .. !'!y.!'!.i.I.!'!.~!~: ........................................................................................................ . 
... ~~!f.~~.~~.~ .. (:?~2.. .................................. ~!.?~? ............................. ?.:.?.~ ............................. ?!.?Q~ ......................... ??.!.gg.9 .............................. ~.!.:.9 .. . 
... ~.~~.r!~I:!"!.~ .. (~?l. ........................................ ~.?~ ............................... ?:.?.~ ................................. ??~ ................................................................................ . 
... ~!.~~.~f.1.J??.>.. ........................................ 1!.~.?? ............................ ?.:.?.~ ................................. ?~~ ................................................................................ . 
... ~.<?9.~f.1.J?.?.>.. ......................................... !!.~.Q~ ............................... ?:.?~ ................................. ~~.! ................................................................................ . 
Loveland (28) No Census data available. 
:::~~~:~~6j?~L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::??§.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?)§:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?'~Q::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
... ~.~r.!~.~ . .c?'9.L ..................................... ~.~!.~.?~ ............................... ?:.~.~ ........................................................................................................................ . 
... ~.~r.~!!~.I.!!~~f.1J?1.L ...................... :??.!.1Z~ ............................... ?:.~Q .......................... ~.g!.?:?9 ......................... ~.?!.?gg .............................. ~.?:.~ .. . 
... ~.~~.~~.!"!!.C?~y.~!!~.J.?~L ....................... 1!.9.~.? ............................. ?.:.~.~ ................................. ~:?g ................................................................................ . 
... ~.!~~.~!:I.r.i . .Y.~.!!~y.J??L ..................... ?.'.~.~~ ............................. .?:.~.? ............................. ~!.?:?? ...................... ?..?.!.?.gg .............................. ~.?:.9. .. . 
... ~.~.~!9.~E..<~.~2 .......................................... ?1.? ............................. ?.:.?.~ ................................. !}.1 ................................................................................ . 
... ~.!: .. y.~!.!"!.~.~.(~.?L ............................. ?!.§.?? ............................. ?.:.?.~ ............................. !.!.9.~? ....................... ~.?.!.?.g.9 .............................. ??:.! ... . 
... ~~.y.~.~~.(?~>.. ...................................... ?!g.Q~ ............................... ?:.~Q ............................. ?!.?~.~ ................................................................................ . 
... 9..9.~.~.QJ~.?>.. ........................................ 1!.~.9.~ ............................... ?:.?.1.. ................................ ~:?~ ................................................................................ . 
... ~~.!~~~.~J?.~>.. .......................................... !.1.~ ............................... ?:g§. ................................... ~.? ................................................................................ . 
... ~~!.~n~.~!).J?.~>.. ....................................... ??~ ............................... ?.:.!.~ ................................. ?~? ................................................................................ . 
... ~!.~!"!.~~.~~.J~.Q>.. ..................................... ~.~~ ............................... ?:.~~ ................................. ?~9 ................................................................................ . 
:::f~~:~1;~1~::::~==~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:~~t.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~;:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::5;:i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~;}@::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~I:: 
:::W~W;;)~~j~~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~;:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J:~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
... Y.Y.~~.~~!!'!.~~.J~§.L ................................... ?f.~ ............................... ?:.?Q ................................. ?9.~ ................................................................................ . 
Woodbine (46) 1,500 2.35 643 
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along the route. Table 4.2 highlights the amenities and attractions in the communi-
ties, and Table 4.3 presents basic demographic and housing information. Absent in 
Table 4.2 are figures for Council Bluffs, Ames, Cedar Rapids/Marion, and Clinton; 
amenities in all four cities are abundant. and, therefore, not counted in the same 
manner as the other areas. These communities are represented by an lie". In 
addition, Census data is not available for the cities of Crescent, Honey Creek, and 
Loveland. Select information, including median housing value and median age of 
the population, was collected for the larger cities. This information was looked at 
only to get an indication of what housing prices might be and what sort of population 
characteristics comprised the labor pool of the communities. In the implementation 
stages of the tourism plan, this information should be examined for all forty-six 
communities. 
Areas of Strength 
All but nine of the cites along the proposed route have at least one eating 
establishment on the Lincoln Highway itself. As this evaluation only counted 
amenities along the Lincoln Highway, it is quite possible that in those nine 
communities, there are places to eat but they are not located along the highway. 
There is an adequate number of eating establishments for the tourism route, 
including a variety of types, ranging from small town cafes, fast food franchises, 
bars and lounges, to family-style restaurants. 
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Thirty-three of the forty-six communities have at least one gas station along 
the highway. This is an area of strength for the proposed tourism route as it 
reassures the tourisVmotorist that there are adequate gas stations and associated 
facilities. 
Table 4.4 demonstrates the incredible number of attractions and points of 
interest along the proposed Lincoln Highway tourism route. The attractions are 
listed geographically in three sections: western Iowa, central Iowa, and eastern 
Iowa. The number next to the attraction is the identification number of the 
community the attraction is in or nearby. Although Table 4.4 lists attractions within 
fifteen miles on either side of the Lincoln Highway route, it may not be complete. 
Unfortunately, some sites might inadvertently have been missed, which 
demonstrates the necessity of conducting community surveys as part of the tourism 
plan in order to identify all the attractions. 
Areas of Weakness 
The majority of the road surfaces that the proposed tourism route would 
follow are county and state maintained roadways. However, there are portions of 
the Lincoln Highway that are graveled. This may discourage and detour people 
from traveling along the tourism route. Therefore, criteria were established to 
determine whether or not the tourism route would cross the graveled sections. The 
criteria were applied as follows: 
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Table 4.4 Attractions and pOints of interest along the proposed Lincoln Highway 
Tourism Route. 
Western Iowa 
Council Bluffs - Scranton 
Central Iowa 
Jefferson - LeGrand 
Eastern Iowa 
Montour - Clinton 
Bluffs Run Greyhound Track (14) Danger Hill (24) Burma Shave signs (Montour) 
................................................................................................................................................................. J.?~.L ............................................................. . 
Confederate Air Force Museum Eureka Bridge (24) Osterman Accident Site (34) 
... U.~.L .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
... !?9.~.9.~ .. !:i.'?~.~~J.~.~J. ........................................ ~)D!?~!.r:!.§~~~~.~ .. (?~l ........................................ ~!n!?'?!D ... Ij.i.g~~.~y. .. ~.~!~.IJ~?L ........... . 
Historic Pottawattamie County Jail Mahanay Bell Tower (24) Lincoln Highway Bridge (42) 
... t~.~.L .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
Railwest History Center (14) Greene County Historical Museum King Tower Cafe(42) 
................................................................................. J?~.L ............................................................................................................................................. . 
Lincoln Monument (14) Greene County Courthouse (24) Mesquakie Bingo and Casino 
.................................................................................................................................................................. .t~?L ............................................................. . 
Mt. Crescent Ski Area (15) Lincoln Square (24) Tama County Courthouse and 
................................................................................................................................................................... ~!':I.!!.(~.?2. ..................................................... . 
Loess Hills Scenic Byway (33) George Gallup House (24) Tama County Historical Museum 
................................................................................................................................................................... t~?J .............................................................. . 
DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge Milwaukee Depot (24) Lighted Lincoln Highway Bridge 
... ~.~~.§~~r.~!).~ .. ~.~~.~~.r!:l.J?~L ..................................................................................................... !~ .. ~~~.I.~~.~..c1.QL .................................... . 
Harrison County Historical Jefferson Telephone Company Preston's Garage (5) 
... ~.~~.~!-:J.~.~!).~ .. w.~!~9.~~.5~~!)~~!..(~.?L ... M.~~.~~.~.i?~L ........................................................................................................................  
... t!~.r!.!~.'?~ .. ~.'?~.!)~y..g9.~~~~.~~.~J~.?L ....... ~P.E!!.~9 .. ~.~~.~.(?~L .......................................... ~~.~~.?'~:.~.S?~~~9.~ .. (~.L .......................... . 
... t!~.r!.!~.'?D .. ~.'?~D~Y. .. ~~.i.I.J~.~L ......................... ~9.~!!.~.~Ui~.I.\~~J?~L .................................... ~!.~~.'?!.~.~.~f~ .. (?L ................................... . 
Original Brick Lincoln Highway Buttricks Creek Abandoned Lincoln Lounge (5) 
.J~~.L ...................................................................... ~~.~!!9.~ ........................................................................................................................................  
Merry Brook School and Museum "L" Bridge King Theatre (5) 
.. J~~1 .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
... ~~Y.:~ . .!?!~9.§~~E~.J~~L. ................................ B9.~.r:!~ .. !?~E~.J?.1J. ............................................ ~~!':ID~.~.~].'?~.!~.~.J~L .......................... . 
... !?~.§.~~~ .. §~.y.!':I.r!.~~ .. §~~~ry,J.~~L ............. .9..9.~.~n .. ~~!~ .. ~~E~.~~J.~?.L. ............................ §~.~!?.~~!?~.~ .. (~.L. ...................................... . 
... ~9.~m.~Y..~!~.~.I!.r!:l.~~.~~.P.~E .. (~~2. ................. .!?!?!) .. ~.i.\!!!':I.!!.1.~ .. ~~.~~J.?D .............................. ~~~~~.B~p..i.~.~ .. ~~.~~.~!!! .. '?f.~~ .. (~.L .. 
McLean Museum and Dougal Hickory Grove School Museum Czech and Slovak Museum and 
... t!~.~.~.~ ................................................................... (~?.L ...................................................................... ~!.~!~.ry . .t~>.. ................................................ . 
Lehan Pharmacy Boone and Scenic Valley Railroad Czech Village (9) 
................................................................................. J~>.. ................................................................................................................................................ . 
Lilian Ronk Garden Boone County Cultural Center and Duffy's Collectible Cars (9) 
................................................................................... !:i!.~.!9.~!.~~) .. ~.~.~.~.~~.(~.L ....................................................................................................... . 
.. .!?9.~ .. t!~.~~.~ .. ti!~~~!!!?.~!~.~.n~L ................ §~.~n~ .. ~9.~.r:!!y..M~.~~.~~ .. (~L ..................... Lr:!~.i.~D .. ~.r~.~~ .. ~.~!.l:l.~~ .. g.~n!~U~L .... . 
Rock Island Caboose and Museum Iowa Arboretum (6) Linn County Historical Museum 
... !:~E!5.J~.~L .......................................................................................................................................... J~1. ................................................................ . 
Craft Hotel (18) Ledges State Park (6) Seedling Miles of Lincoln 
................................................................................................................................................................... t!!.9.~~~.Y.J~.L ............................................ . 
Abraham Lincoln Farm Site (16) Kate Shelley Memorial Park and Abbey Creek School (9) 
................................................................................... B~!!~'?~~ .. ~.~~.~~~.~§l .......................................................................................................... . 
McHenry House (16) Mamie Doud Eisenhower Science Station (9) 
................................................................................... §!~~.p.!~~.~.(~1 ...................................................................................... i= ................................. . 
···ti~j:·~ge~~c~~~l-~·~~·~~T1·6f···················I~~:·§~~;.~~!~~~~~~·~~;··(1f····················~~~;~~M~~~~ai~C~r~~·an·c( .. ····· 
art Gallery (9) 
Table 4.4 Continued 
Western Iowa 
Council Bluffs - Scranton 
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Central Iowa 
Jefferson - LeGrand 
Eastern Iowa 
Montour - Clinton 
.. .9.p.!:.~.~ .. I::1.~.~~~ .................................................... ~.i.~!?~!!.!.§~!~.9...c1J. .......................................... ~~.~~~:~ .. f~E!Y. .. '::E~~~!.!!?.Y.!!!.~g.~ ....... . 
Carroll County Historical Museum Brunnier Gallery and Museum (1) Granger House Museum 
.. J~t ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
One Room School House and Log Child's Log House Mt. Vernon Welcome Center 
... ~~~~.~ .. (~L ........................................................................................................................................... t~~.L ........................................................... . 
War Memorial Monuments (8) Dyer Dowell Victorian House (36) Wooden Railroad Viaduct in 
................................................................................................................................................................... ~.~: .. Y.~E!:l.~.r:!.{~.?l. ................................... . 
Double Canopy Gas Station (8) Halley School Cornell College (35) 
................................................................................... ~~.~~y. .. ~.!~.~~ .. !?!:l.~.i.~! .. t!!?~.~ .. t~~J .................................................................................. . 
Merle Hay Monument (20) Harrington Park (36) Toy Tractor Store in Stanwood 
................................................................................................................................................................. J~9.L .......................................................... . 
... ~!!!~.~~.~E~.~~.~ .. ~.~!.~g.~ ..................................... ~~!f~~~~n .. t!!g.~~~y. .. (~?) ............................... .9.~!~(~.P.E!Y.~!~.J.~!~E~~.~~2.n~.2 ... . 
Gregory Boundary Markers (38) Nevada Wind Turbines (36) Abandoned Section of Lincoln 
................................................................................................................................................................... t!!1l.~~~y..!.!~.~~.!::?~~.~!"! .. (~~.L ........... . 
Sauk Rail Trail Nevada Tourist Court and filling Lincoln Highway Flower Farm 
................................................................................... ~!~!!.'?!:l.J.~?t ...................................................... (~~.L .......................................................... . 
West Greene County Section of Billy Sunday home (36) Restored Lincoln Hotel 
Lincoln Highway on the National (apartments today) (29) 
... ~~9~.~.~~~ .. ?f.!j.i.~!.'?~.i.~ .. ~.I.~.~.~~ ..............................................................................................................................................................................  
Skew Bridge Double grade separation of Lincoln Herbert Hoover Birthplace (45) 
................................................................................... t!!.9.~.~!':ly..~~.~.E~.!!~~~~.J~.~.L ............................................................................................. . 
... ~.?~.~ . .I::I.~~.~.~J~!?~.r:!~.~H~.~L ....................... ~~.~~.y. .. ~.?!.r:!! .. ~!':l.~!n~.J~}.L .......................... t!~E!?~.r:! .. t!!?~y.~!. . .I::I.i.9.~~~Y.J~~.L .... . 
Oldest Working Water Tower in Niland's Corner (13) Van Allen Department Store 
... !9.~~.J~.~1. ......................................................................................................................................... J.~.~.L ........................................................... . 
... t!!?~~.~~ .. !j.'?!!!~.J.~~L ....................................... ~.~!.~.~n:~ .. §E9.~~~J1.1J.. ............................... §.!!!!!.~ .. t!~!.~.~~.f~.n?L ...................... . 
... ~~.~~ .. ~.~~.~ .. §.~!':l.~~ .. ~~E~J?L ....................... ~!~!.~.f.~!:l.~~L.~~.~~ .. §.~!.~.~!:l.~ .. (~.n ........... ~.!~~.i.~~~.p.p.L.'3.!y.~~J1.~.L .................... . 
Missouri River (14) Fisher Community Center Art Triple AAA Baseball in Clinton 
................................................................................... §.~!!.~!Y.J~.~) ..................................................... J.!.?1 ............................................................ . 
Nelson Park Marshall County Historical Bickelhaupt Arboretum (12) 
................................................................................... ~.~.~.~!:l.!!! ... t~~.L ...................................................................................................................... . 
... t!!!~b.~~.~~ .. ~~.t~.~.~.~E~.~ ................................. ~b.~~.y. . .9.~~.~.J~.!.L .......................................... ~.'?!?~.~.~.~.P.~.~ .. ~.~.~J!.?L .............. . 
Queene Bell Tea Room Stone's Cafe (31) Camanche Depot and Museum 
................................................................................................................................................................... t!.~.L ........................................................... . 
Hyde Park Taylor #4 Country School (31) Clinton Area Showboat Theatre 
.................................................................................................................................................................. .t!.~.L ........................................................... . 
Western Skies Scenic Byway (33) Susie Sower Heritage Homestead Clinton County Historical 
.................................................................................. J~~J ....................................................................... ~~.~!~.~y. . .t1.~.L ......................................... . 
Wilson Island (33) Matthew Edel Blacksmith Shop Mississippi Belle II (12) 
.................................................................................. .t~~.L ...........................................................................................................................................  
... ~.~~!.~ .. ~!"!.~.9~.~~ .. ~.~n~.~.~.r:!q~~.L. .......... !~!~.~.r:!!?~~E~ .. ~~!!!P.9.!.~.~!:l.~ ....................... ~~.9!.~.E!?!~.L~.~!~E~ .. ~~!"!!~!.J1.?L . 
... !j!?!~!.E.~!.~~q§.L ............................................. ~b.~~.~ .. ~.~~.~~.~ .................................... . 
Union Grove DeWitt Opera House Theatre 
.................................................................................. .t1.?L ........................................................... . 
................................................................................... ~~.I.!~~~.~~ .. !S~P.!~EJ~.~2. ....................... . 
Cody Homestead 
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=> if the graveled sections is of a length greater than 
two miles, and 
=> the visual experience and integrity of the tourism route is not 
jeopardized when detouring from the original Lincoln Highway, 
=> then an alternate route may be followed by the tourism route, 
and it will be marked as an alternate route. 
However, the original Lincoln Highway route (based upon the 
1910s Lincoln Highway) will also be marked properly so that 
it is distinguished from the alternative. 
The portions of the route where gravel is quite common are listed in Table 4.5. 
Road conditions, if they were noted, are also included in the table. Areas where it 
appears that drivers might be hesitant to follow the route were evaluated based on 
the criteria discussed above. 
Table 4.5 Location and condition of graveled sections of the Lincoln Highway. 
Location Condition 
... w.~~!~!!! .. ~.~g~ .. ~.L~gg~~ .. (~~!.~!!ng .. ~.~!!?.E::?'QL ........ p..(f.~.~!:'.!! .. !g .. E~.9 .. ~~~~~.~: .... !f..g!~.~.~! .. g!~.Y.~.U.~ .. p..~~~.~~!.~: ... . 
Between Woodbine and Dunlap (Along 8.3 miles, many turns and areas with limited 
... ~.M~.9Dg.I.(~ .. !!?.~.9.~.I .. ~.!~9.~ .. ~g~.9.1 ....................................... ~.9s:~~~: ....................................................................................................... . 
Along Dunlap Street until junction with U.S. 2.3 miles 
30 
···Setween·"bow·City··to··O·enlson·············································s-:1"··mii"es:····HIg·hwa·y··3·0··ca·n··be··se·e·n··from··thEi················· 
section. 
···S·etw·een\iVest·S·ide·to··Ca·rroij"""··········································app·roxim·ateiy··1""-j···mii"es:··at··ieast·one··mii·e··a·way············ 
.................................................................................................................... f.~g~ .. p.~.y.~.~ .. ~!?~.~: .... ~!?!?9 .. ~~n.~~.!!.<?.'}: ......................................... . 
... !?~!.~~~!:l .. §.~!9.9.~n .. ~~.9 ... g.~~.~t~.~ ........................................... ~.p..p.!.g~!~.~!~.!y. .. ? .. ~!!.~~ ..................................................................... . 
From one mile east of P46 to Ogden approximately 8 miles, passes two historic 
.................................................................................................................... ~.~.9.9.~~: ...................................................................................................... . 
... E~!?!!! .. tEg.~~~y.J.!..!!?.~.f.Q~~ .................................................... ~.p.p.!.g~!!!!.~!~.!y. .... ~ .. !!!.i.!~~ .................................................................... . 
From State Center east approximately 5 miles - not graveled but pavement 
.................................................................................................................... !~ . .Y.~ry .. P.!?2.f..9gn~!!!g~: ..................................................................... . 
From Linn/Cedar County border to two miles approximately 9 miles 
outside Mechanicsville 
· .. From .. c·siimus .. to .. Grs·nd··Mound· .. ··· .. · .... ·· ... ··· ...... ····· .. · .... ·app·roxim·ateiy·j"·mli"e·s······· ...... · ... · .. · ....... · .. ··· .. · ................................ . 
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It is imperative that the visual integrity is maintained so that the unique 
experience which traveling the Lincoln Highway provides is not lost. It will require 
careful planning and thought to develop the route in areas where gravel conditions 
persist for over five miles, well away from another roadway that provides the same 
view. 
Strengths far exceed weaknesses along the proposed tourism route. 
Although in-depth, community evaluations should be performed for actually 
developing and implementing a tourism route along the Lincoln Highway, the 
preliminary findings presented in this chapter illustrate that the involved 
communities all are capable of sustaining an heritage tourism-based initiative. 
Each of the forty-six communities along the tourism route contributes something 
unique to the overall design of the route. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE TOURISM PLAN 
This chapter offers a guide for developing a tourism plan along the historic 
Lincoln Highway. The purpose of the tourism plan is twofold: first, to serve as the 
driving force encouraging tourism in smaller communities as an economic 
development tool; and second, to promote the preservation of Iowa's strong 
historic, cultural, and natural resources. 
Trends within the tourism industry demonstrate that travelers seek unique 
experiences, often historically or culturally based. Tourists want to maximize their 
time; thus, mini-vacations, two-to-three days in length, are becoming increasingly 
popular. As noted in Chapter Three, the "baby boomers" and senior citizens are 
market segments that seek out attractions which relate to history and culture. A 
Lincoln Highway Tourism Route builds upon these trends, presenting opportunities 
for travelers--i.e., unique experiences--and for communities--outside dollars to 
diversify economies. 
In essence, the ultimate goal of any tourism plan is to promote successfully 
unique experiences and activities that attract visitors to an area. By linking together 
forty-six communities via a common element, the Lincoln Highway, this tourism 
initiative offers many activities to the traveler. Therefore, it is crucial that planning is 
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careful and precise in order to identify strengths and weaknesses throughout the 
area so that both host and traveler benefit from the development. 
The Planning Process 
Five basic steps comprise the planning process: identification of goals and 
objectives, analysis, preparation of plan or policy, implementation of plan, and 
monitoring plan and results. Generally, these steps are undertaken within the 
context of comprehensive planning. Because such planning techniques are long 
range in scope they are not appropriate procedures for developing a tourism plan. 
Tourism planning is much more specific in nature. It is limited to short-term 
goals, rather than the fifteen-to-twenty year comprehensive plan life-span, and 
monitoring steps are frequently necessary. Tourism planning is instead a finely-
tuned form of strategic planning. Strategic planning identifies future possible 
actions after reviewing strengths and weaknesses, threats and opportunities 
(So 1988). 
The basic steps of strategic planning are followed and specialized in the 
tourism planning process. The result is a plan that identifies key players and roles 
in the tourism initiative undertaken, highlights the goals and objectives of the 
tourism plan, demonstrates the means for accomplishing such goals and objectives, 
sets realistic timetables and assigns tasks and responsibilities, and provides a 
mechanism for continual monitoring and evaluation. 
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Planning for tourism expands to include the input of those affected by the 
initiative--the citizenry. It is a process that is extensively community-driven. 
Sensitive tourism planning identifies community concerns to determine perceptions 
of costs and benefits resulting from tourism. 
The Framework of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Plan 
The Lincoln Highway Tourism Plan is a proposed project that could be 
presented to the communities along the route and to the organizations identified 
within the plan as key players. The guide presented in this thesis is based upon the 
assumption that all involved parties will participate in the tourism initiative. If the 
idea is presented to a community or organization that wishes to be excluded, it will 
be necessary to evaluate the impact on the overall tourism initiative. 
Given the up-front costs that communities, counties, and individual groups 
are asked to contribute in order to develop the Lincoln Highway tourism plan, it is 
fathomable that some key players may choose not to participate. Should such an 
occurrence take place, it will be necessary to carefully evaluate the impact of the 
exclusion of such a community. If, for example, one of the larger towns declines to 
participate, the loss of its contributions would have severe ramifications. Once a 
task force has formed and players deciding not to participate have been identified, it 
will be necessary for the task force to re-formulate the funding and costs absorbed 
by all. Individuals developing the Lincoln Highway tourism plan must be ready for 
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the community that decides it doesn't want to mark the Lincoln Highway or maybe 
doesn't want its names and business listed on the comprehensive brochures. 
These are issues that might arise and it is best to be prepared in the earliest stages 
and have thought of alternative planning strategies. 
The tourism plan is divided into six sections: identification of key players, 
definition of goals and objectives, research, development of plan, procedures for 
implementation, and monitoring strategies. As Figure 5.1 illustrates, an action plan 
is developed for each section, indicating the course for successfully accomplishing 
the steps. Many of the recommended activities are suggested by the National Trust 
for Historic Preservation in their "Five Principles - Four Steps" to successfully 
implementing heritage tourism. 
This project is unique in that it is statewide in its approach, a very expanded 
regional approach to tourism planning. It is an extensive undertaking, requiring the 
JOKEY I- AP GOALS t- AP RESEARC t- AP 
PLAYER H 
AP represents "Action Plan" 
AP ~ MONITOR AP I-i IMPLEMENT AP ---1 PLAN 
Figure 5.1 Steps of the tourism plan. 
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cooperation of a great number of entities, each with different agendas. The 
following plan is intended to lessen animosity amongst these groups and to promote 
an united effort to strengthen the economies of al\ involved communities. 
Development Steps of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Plan 
The goal of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Plan is to promote successfully the 
heritage and culture of communities in Iowa located along the historic roadway by 
implementing heritage tourism as a strategy and an economic development tool. 
The Lincoln Highway Tourism Route offers an unique opportunity for travelers to 
experience the historical and cultural resources of the state of Iowa. Six sections 
are addressed in the plan: 1. identification of key players and organizational 
framework, 2. definition of goals and objectives, 3. research, 4. development of 
plans, 5. procedures for implementation, and 6. monitoring strategies. The action 
plans presented for each planning step are based on a two-year time horizon. 
Figure 5.2 presents a mock action plan. A few of the activities, by nature, will likely 
extend beyond the horizon of the action plans. There is not an action plan for the 
monitoring stage. This is an area of ongoing activities that cannot be neatly 
packaged on a monthly time-line. 
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STEPS JAN FEB MAR APR MA Y JUN 
1. Decide topic 
2. Research 
3. Write report 
4. Revise and prepare final report 
Figure 5.2 A mock action plan. 
Identification of Key Players and Organizational Framework 
The development of the Lincoln Highway tourism plan requires involvement 
and commitment of time and resources from the communities along the route, the 
Lincoln Highway Association, the Iowa Department of Economic Development 
(Division of Tourism), the county boards of supervisors along the route, the Iowa 
Department of Transportation, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the Iowa 
State Historic Preservation Office, and the Department of Natural Resources. 
Representatives from each area function as a task force to guide and facilitate the 
various stages involved within the tourism plan. Table 5.1 presents the criteria used 
to determine representation for the task force. Furthermore, each group is required 
to nominate at least one alternative to the task force in case of a representative's 
absence. It should be made clear to the nominees that this is a volunteer position, 
requiring much time, effort, and dedication. Should a" of the communities and 
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organizations agree to participate in the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route, the task 
force will consist of ninety-five members, excluding the alternates. 
The initial planning stage requires that all of these groups be contacted. The 
Lincoln Highway Association has demonstrated its ability to function effectively and 
communicate with public and private agencies. Based upon this, it is likely that the 
Lincoln Highway Association will seek out successfully the aforementioned players 
in the tourism plan and recruit their involvement on the task force. 
Once this has been accomplished, however, it is imperative that a third party 
enter the process in order to set up the task force and begin activities. A paid 
position shall be developed, known as the program coordinator, whose duties will 
include developing communication links among all interested parties and facilitating 
task force meetings. Figure 5.3 demonstrates the role that this individual will play 
within the organizational framework of the task force. It may be that this individual 
is a volunteer in the early stages and the paid position is filled at a later time. 
Initial meetings of the task force will develop a two-year action plan for the 
group. In addition, a committee structure will be drawn up, and committee 
assignments will be decided upon. It is anticipated that monthly meetings will be 
held throughout the first two years. The task force must determine a name for the 
group. It is recommended that the name reflect the spirit of the Lincoln Highway 
and the cooperative efforts that built America's first transcontinental highway. 
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Table 5.1: The criteria used to determine representation for the task force. 
Area or Organization 
Communities with a population 
o less than 2,000 persons 
o between 2,001 and 10,000 persons 
o between 10,001 and 50,000 persons 
o greater than 50,001 persons 
Lincoln Highway Association 
Iowa Chapter 
National Organization 
Iowa Department of Economic DevelopmenU 
Division of Tourism 
Easter Iowa Division 
Central Iowa Division 
Western Iowa Division 
County Boards of Supervisors 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
National Trust for Historic Preservation 
Iowa State Historic Preservation Office 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
Number of Representatives 
One from each city 
Two from each city 
Three from each city 
Four from each city 
One 
One 
One 
One 
One 
One from each county 
Two 
One 
One 
Two 
....... a. ..................................................... -. ............................... u ........... ••• •••• •••• ........................................................ • ••••• ••••••••••• .... •••• .. ••• .......... n .......................... . 
Total on task force 95 members 
I 
I IDEO 
I LHA 
COMMUNITIES 
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Lincoln Highway Association 
(Initial Contact made by LHA) 
r--.·---- ... ·.··.· .. -.. ··.·· .. 
: Program Coordinator : 
: (may be a volunteer) : 
. . 
... --- .......... -_ ....... _ ............ .. 
! 
TASK FORCE 
(COMMITTEES) 
.,j~ 
" .. 
Program Coordinator 
(paid position) 
", 
I I 
1 COUNTY I lOOT BOARDS 
I II NTFHP I 
I SHPO J 
DNR 
Figure 5.3 Organizational framework of the task force. 
I 
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Initial Budget and Funding Sources 
Initial funding shall be used for employing the program coordinator, hiring 
consultants, if deemed necessary, and to cover the costs of basic office expenses 
such as supplies and mailings. In the early stages of planning, it is not important 
that an office/headquarters is developed. A preliminary budget has been devised to 
demonstrate costs of developing the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. Table 5.2 
presents a preliminary budget for the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route, divided into 
two fiscal years. Initial funding emanates from the groups represented on the task 
force. Criteria based upon population determine how much a community must 
contribute towards the tourism plan. Contributions from the entities involved in the 
Lincoln Highway Tourism Route are presented in Table 5.3. It will be the 
responsibility of the task force to ensure that the funds are secured and properly 
managed. Furthermore, the task force may decide to change to annual rate of 
increase for each group. 
A two year action plan has been devised to ease the development pains that 
the task force is likely to encounter. Table 5.4 presents the recommended plan 
designed for the task force. The initial stage is to contact the various stakeholders 
and propose the development of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. Once 
representatives to the task force have been selected, monthly meetings can be held 
and the project coordinator position filled. 
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Table 5.2: Preliminary budget of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. 
Fiscal Year 199X-199X 
[First year of route] 
Income Sources 
Communities 
Lincoln Highway 
Association 
Iowa Chapter 
National 
Boards of 
Supervisors 
lOOT (ISTEA 
funds) 
State of lowaa 
Tota/lncome 
Expenses 
$54,250 Coordinator: 
Salary 
Benefits 
Taxes 
250 Mileage 
250 Memberships 
Equipment: 
Computer, printer 
7,000 Fax machine 
Xerox machine 
5,000 Office Equipment 
10,000 Office Supplies 
Workman's Comp 
Continuing Educ. 
Postage 
Marketing: 
Brochure 
Advertising 
Map Production 
$76,750 Total Expenses 
$30,000 
2,300 
3,000 
7,200 
350 
3,150 
400 
2,500 
900 
750 
500 
200 
1,000 
10,000 
4.000 
8,000 
$74,250 
• State of Iowa contribution based upon the $19,000 budgeting to the Tri-
CountyTourism Council for the 1995-1996 fIscal year. 
Table 5.2: Continued 
Fiscal Year 199X-199X 
[Second year of route} 
Income Sources 
Communities 
Lincoln Highway 
Association 
Iowa Chapter 
National 
Boards of 
Supervisors 
State of Iowa 
Income from year 
199X-199X 
Tota/lncome 
72 
Expenses 
$65,850 Coordinator: 
Salary $34,500 
Benefits 2,645 
Taxes 3,200 
250 Mileage 10,000 
250 Memberships 350 
Equipment: 
8,400 Maintenance 400 
Office Supplies 1,000 
10,000 Workman's Comp 500 
Continuing Educ. 200 
Postage 1,500 
2,500 Marketing: 
Brochure 8,000 
Advertising 20,000 
$87,250 Total Expenses $82,095 
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Table 5.3: Initial funding sources. 
Area or Organization 
Communities with a population 
o less than 2,000 persons 
(30 communities) 
o between 2,001 and 10,000 persons 
(9 communities) 
o between 10,001 and 50,000 persons 
(5 communities) 
o greater than 50,001 persons 
(2 communities) 
Lincoln Highway Association 
Iowa Chapter 
National Organization 
Iowa Department of Economic 
Development! Division of Tourism 
County Boards of Supervisors 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
National Trust for Historic Preservation 
Iowa State Historic Preservation Office 
State of Iowa 
Number of Representatives 
$250 initial (20% annual increase) 
$750 initial (20% annual increase) 
$5,000 initial (20% annual increase) 
$7,500 initial (25% annual increase) 
$250 annually 
$250 annually 
Technical Assistance 
$500 initial (20% annual increase) 
$5,000 initial (ISTEA funds) 
Technical Assistance 
Technical Assistance 
$10,000 annually 
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Definition of Goals and Objectives 
Several areas need to be addressed for the development of goals and 
objectives. As the Lincoln Highway is an historical resource, with portions listed on 
the National Register of Historic Places, it is highly recommended that goals 
encouraging the preservation of the highway and its associated features be 
developed. Seeking grants to fund preservation efforts is associated with this goal. 
Prior to undertaking the project of identifying and defining goals and 
objectives, it is necessary to conduct community workshops in all communities 
along the proposed route. These sessions are used as a mechanism both to gauge 
the level of community support for the project and to give local citizens a chance to 
express their own goals and objectives. The project's goals must reflect the results 
of these town meetings. 
In order to define communities' goals and incorporate them into the Lincoln 
Highway Tourism Route plan's goals and objectives, community workshops and 
visioning sessions should be held. The program coordinator is primarily 
responsible for contacting the communities, setting up the meeting times and 
places, and advertising the workshops. Ideally, each community should host three 
workshops, allowing for a greater level of participation. 
Once the workshops are completed, the task force may define the goals and 
objectives of the tourism plan, based on comments and results from the workshops. 
Issues of concern offered by citizens must be addressed, and future activities to 
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continue to involve citizenry should be explored. The action plan in Table 5.5 
demonstrates the steps necessary to define the goals and objectives of the Lincoln 
Highway Tourism Route. 
Research 
Community feasibility analyses and evaluations must be undertaken prior to 
developing plans and policies. Preliminary analyses reveal that the infrastructure 
and amenities necessary to sustain the tourism industry along the proposed route 
are already in place. However, businesses are subject to change or failure. 
Therefore, it is necessary to repeat the analyses, at a very intensive level, in order 
to highlight carrying capacity for tourism. 
Community attitudinal studies should be done in all the communities along 
the route. If necessary, interviews may follow mailed surveys in order to obtain 
detailed information on citizen perceptions of the community, of the tourism 
initiative, and toward tourists in general. Surveys, while asking similar questions, 
shall be individually developed for each community, addressing issues that are 
specific to each location. 
All the research must then be compiled to determine what areas may be 
promoted and what areas need improvement. This aids in developing an overall 
product identification. Rather than merely a mapped route, the tourism route 
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will be a "trail" of specific destination areas that may be promoted in a marketing 
plan. 
Chapter Four presented preliminary feasibility analyses and community 
evaluations. Community attitudinal studies are intended to complement and expand 
on these evaluations. The activities that should be undertaken to develop such 
studies are listed in Table 5.6. 
Development of a Plan 
Information gathered and research indicate that there are tourist destination 
areas along the Lincoln Highway that would attract visitors. Therefore, it is 
necessary to develop a plan to promote and manage tourism. This stage involves 
marking and mapping the route, developing interpretive sites, and presenting 
marketing strategies and techniques. Until research is complete, though, a final 
plan cannot be developed. 
Management 
Management in tourism planning is more than forming an organization and 
determining institutional responsibilities. It requires identifying and marking the 
attractions, providing accessible entrance to all populations, and building a solid 
community support and financial base. Once these are accomplished, successful 
marketing and promoting of a tourism initiative follows. 
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Identifying and Marking the Tourism Route 
In the spring and summer of 1994, volunteers from the Lincoln Highway 
Association painted the official ilL" insignia on telephone poles across the state in 
preparation for the national conference held in Ames, as well as to mark the historic 
route. By spring of 1995, nearly 300 poles were marked with the insignia and 
directional arrows. This plan proposes that an even more extensive marking 
campaign occur. Signs directing motorists along the Lincoln Highway should be 
erected. Routes such as the Mormon Trail and the Dragoon Trail in Iowa are 
marked, yet the communities along those trails do not collectively promote and 
market the roadways. The same fate should not befall the Lincoln Highway. 
The Lincoln Highway Tourism Route combines routes from the 1910s, 1920s 
and 1930s, but it promotes the 191 Os route. Because much of this year's route was 
gravel or inaccessible, the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route uses the routes from the 
other years. Criteria discussed in Chapter Four determined whether graveled 
sections of the original 191 Os road are included along the route or designated as an 
alternative route. Figure 5.4 maps the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route and 
indicates alternative routes. The alternative routes are those which the most 
dedicated traveler and preservationist will travel--it should mark out the 191 Os route. 
Those roads designated as the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route may include routes 
from all years. Proper placement of road signs would enable the traveler to easily 
follow the route and will identify the alternate routes. 
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Figure 5.4 The proposed route for the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. (The 
Route is the blue line and the red line represents the 191 Os 
Lincoln Highway.) 
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Interpretive Site Development 
The development of interpretive sites would relate the history of the Lincoln 
Highway and associated historical and cultural items, thus serving as a public 
education tool. Four locations offer opportunities for the development of interpretive 
sites where museums and exhibits could be planned. These locations are 
Woodbine, Ogden, Tama, and Mt. Vernon. The selection of these locations is 
based upon two elements: one, extensive segments of the original route and 
associated features are in, or near, the cities; and two, these cities are strategically 
located along the route, maximizing the tourist's experiences. The proposal 
recommends that the first exhibit site be planned and built in Ogden to serve as a 
pilot program on which to model the remaining three. 
In addition, the abandoned section of the Lincoln Highway near Lowden 
presents an unique opportunity. With careful site planning, this section could be 
developed into an interpretive park, providing a chance for hands-on activities for 
both children and adults. The ownership of this parcel must be determined prior to 
any extensive planning. 
Marketing Strategies 
The Lincoln Highway has an intangible appeal that is based upon historical 
and cultural features, elements that specific segments of the population are 
attracted to that vary by individual tastes and interests. Because the tourism route 
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relies upon driving to experience the sites, it is not expected that tourists will be 
willing to travel more than a day to reach the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. 
Therefore, the route will appeal to individuals in the Midwest, most likely less than a 
day's travel away from either end of the state. Iowa's potential success in 
developing a strong heritage tourism initiative may enable the nationwide marketing 
of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route, promoting the route as a chance to 
experience the historical heartland of America. 
Once market segments have been identified and the tourism route is marked, 
extensive marketing efforts--including promotional activities such as 
advertisements, brochure design, and specialty advertising in order to promote the 
Lincoln Highway tourism route--should begin. Funds must be allocated to an 
advertising and marketing budget so that professionals may be hired to produce 
such documents. If necessary, each community may be required to contribute a 
percentage towards the cost of producing and distributing brochures and other 
promotional items. 
Activities in the action plan, listed in Table 5.7, indicate that the development 
of the tourism plan builds upon the activities undertaken in the stages of defining 
goals and objectives and research. The first two steps on the table are to review 
existing research and goals and objectives. This is necessary prior to developing a 
detailed tourism plan in order to ensure that they accurately reflect the input from 
citizens and communities. 
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To demonstrate physically the development of the tourism route, the first 
interpretive site should be planned and developed. Furthermore, the entire tourism 
route should be marked, and maps and brochures telling about the route should be 
produced and distributed, first within the state of Iowa, and then throughout the 
Midwest. 
Procedures for Implementation 
Implementation procedures for the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route 
necessitate employing a program coordinator as discussed earlier. This individual 
is responsible for organizing and integrating functions and events sponsored by the 
host communities. Furthermore, this individual initiates contacts to local, state, and 
federal agencies for financial support and technical assistance. Implementation of 
the proposed tourism plan is not feasible if adequate funding for this position and 
other associated costs is not available. 
Implementation also requires that the tourism route be properly marked. The 
federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) legislation 
requires that the Iowa Department of Transportation allot a percentage of its funds 
to scenic or historic highway programs. These funds may be used for historic 
preservation programs. Furthermore, lOOT's Tourist-Oriented Directional Signage 
program provides official signage regarding tourist or motorist oriented activities 
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and services of significant interest. These are programs that definitely should be 
initiated. 
The activities of the implementation stage begin in the initial stages of 
developing the tourism route. Activities include hiring the project coordinator, 
marking the route, designing and distributing maps, developing interpretive sites, 
designing brochures, developing budgets (evaluating current budgets), and 
undertaking marketing efforts. The time frame for these activities is presented in 
Table 5.8. 
Monitoring Strategies 
It is crucial that monitoring of all sorts is practiced throughout all the stages of 
developing and implementing the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. Constant 
monitoring to evaluate successes and failures will help to limit future high-risk 
activities. Results can be physically measured to determine the successes and 
failures. Increased sales tax revenue in the communities along the route might be 
indicative of successful promotion of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route. In 
addition, success or failure may be measured in the form of traffic counts along the 
highway. 
Monitoring may take on many forms. Community surveys may demonstrate 
the perception of the local citizens as to whether the tourism initiatives are 
beneficial or not. In addition, exit surveys, modified so that travelers visiting the 
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communities may complete them quickly, are indicative of the degree to which the 
tourism plan produces unique experiences for the traveler. 
Monitoring is an on-going activity throughout the entire tourism plan and 
development stages. The task force and the program coordinator must initiate 
programs to evaluate the impacts of the tourism initiative upon the communities 
along the route, as well as the environmental impacts to the corridor along the 
physical route. 
The tourism plan presented in this chapter is intended to be used as a "blue 
print" to develop an heritage tourism plan initiative based upon the historical 
Lincoln Highway. The completed Lincoln Highway Tourism Route is intended to 
diversify and strengthen the economies of those participating communities. It is 
crucial to the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route that citizens are afforded opportunity 
for input and decision-making. Without such interaction, a positive relationship 
between the host communities and the travelers will not develop, thus preventing 
the development of a successful tourism plan. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This thesis proposes the development of a statewide tourism initiative based 
upon the historical and cultural resources of forty-six communities. The historic 
Lincoln Highway is promoted as the linkage among these communities, providing a 
physical means of connecting communities to one another as well as an identifiable 
conceptual connection. 
The Lincoln Highway was America's first transcontinental highway. The 
formation of the highway is an amazing tale of hard work and dedication by 
members of the Lincoln Highway Association. Due to the foresight and the dreams 
of individuals such as Carl Fisher and Henry Joy, Americans today enjoy the ease 
of automobile travel. The impact that the Lincoln Highway had--and continues to 
have--upon American society is immeasurable. The Lincoln Highway revolutionized 
automobile travel, removing barriers and limitations that earlier travelers faced in 
long journeys. Main streets, many known as "Lincolnway" thrived with businesses 
such as cafes and hotels adopting the name "Lincoln." 
Much of Iowa's portion of the Lincoln Highway remains today. The re-formed 
Lincoln Highway Association has committed itself to nominating extant remains of 
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the highway, as well as associated features such as bridges, to the National 
Register of Historic Places. The arduous task of nomination has paid off as many 
segments of the highway are now listed on the National Register. 
While interstates benefit this county, this state, and many communities, 
the international and many domestic travelers, want an experience 
that will take them into rural America, and scenic byways can 
playa tremendous role in that (U.S. Congress 1994). 
The Lincoln Highway tourism route presented in this thesis responds to 
trends such as the one exemplified in the previous statement. Americans are on a 
quest to recapture the past. The mundane scenery of interstate travel does not 
have the appeal it once had. Rather, travelers are seeking new and unique 
experiences. Historical and cultural attractions offer such opportunities and are 
growing within the tourism industry. 
Communities are recognizing their potential for developing tourism. In Iowa, 
tourism has become a big business. Cities such as Dyersville, the Amana Colonies, 
Pella, and Winterset are reaping the economic impacts and benefits of tourism. The 
state of Iowa is responding to the ever-growing industry as well. Beginning in 1995, 
Iowa is undertaking the nation's only statewide heritage tourism initiative, dedicated 
to promoting Iowa's heritage and cultural identities. 
Preliminary feasibility analyses of the forty-six communities located along the 
Lincoln Highway tourism route demonstrate that the infrastructure, attractions, and 
amenities are available and well-supplied to support a comprehensive tourism 
initiative. However, only a few exceptions, no individual community along the route 
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is strong enough in its historical, natural, and cultural resource bases, nor 
amenities, to sustain the tourism industry on its own. By promoting the cooperation 
and pooling of resources, time, and energy, this thesis suggests that the 
communities develop a regional approach towards the implementation of heritage 
tourism initiatives. 
A majority of the communities along the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route are 
rural, according to Census definitions. Agriculture is becoming "big business"--the 
small farmer is nearly a lost entity. However, the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route 
presents an opportunity to view small farms and the rich agricultural heritage of the 
state of Iowa. 
Recommendations 
For the ideas presented in this thesis to be implemented successfully, it is 
critical that all of the communities along the route be approached with the strategy 
and be given the opportunity to participate. Once the list of participating 
communities is developed, it is recommended that the stages outlined in chapter 
five are followed as closely as possible. It is understood, however, that some steps 
of the tourism plan will need to be adjusted if some communities do not wish to be 
included in the tourism route. 
Communities must be willing to put aside differences and work at 
collaborative efforts to develop the heritage tourism industry as an economic 
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development strategy. This may sometimes require that a particular city forego a 
project that would better itself so that another community may use the resources 
and support structure to undertake a course of action that, ultimately, will benefit all 
the communities. 
The potential of the Lincoln Highway tourism route is incredible. The number 
of attractions along the route reaches well over one hundred. The amenities are all 
in place, and it appears that communities are beginning to realize the time has 
come to undertake activities leading to some level of economic self-sufficiency and 
sustainability. The development of the Lincoln Highway tourism route may offer 
such economic opportunities, as well as promote the preservation of the Lincoln 
Highway itself and the rich cultural and historical traditions of Iowa. It develops a 
living history enabling future generations to witness and define their heritage. 
The development of the Lincoln Highway Tourism Route requires careful 
planning. Action plans from Chapter Five are intended to serve as guidelines 
throughout the development stages. As a specialized form of strategic planning, 
tourism planning necessitates that constant monitoring and citizen feedback be 
involved in the planning process. When planning for tourism, the involvement of 
citizenry can either "make or break" the venture. This study proposes a tourism 
plan that recognizes the importance of residents in the communities through which 
the Lincoln Highway passes. 
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The Lincoln Highway Tourism Plan presented in this thesis builds upon the 
concept of heritage tourism. In 1995, the state of Iowa is initiating a heritage 
tourism program. This program intends to preserve and promote the strong culture 
and history of the state. Efforts such as the state's sesquicentennial celebration 
exemplify the strong commitment towards developing successful heritage tourism 
programs. The Lincoln Highway Tourism Route fits well into the state's heritage 
tourism program. It promotes forty-six communities and strong cultural and historic 
identities in order to strengthen the economies. Successful development and 
implementation of the tourism route will be noticeable from one end of the state to 
the other. It is a cooperative, comprehensive effort to bring tourists and money to 
Iowa's rural communities. 
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